BIKE
Cycling has become a global trend in recent years – with sales
on the rise particularly in urban settings where it has become a
key means of transport for people who enjoy a less car-centered
lifestyle. Today, the focus of the trend is on quality bicycles and
smart bicycle accessories. This is why the centerpiece of our new
collection is the ORTLIEB Urban Line: a complete series of high
quality bags whose appealing colors fit perfectly in your home,
office and recreational settings. Like all ORTLIEB products, they
are waterproof. This is because those who value sustainable means of transport independent of automobiles need to be equally
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independent of the weather. Sustainability also plays an important role in our production processes. We manufacture all of
our waterproof products at our production facility in Heilsbronn,
Germany. High product quality, durability and our own repair
service are just as integral to our philosophy as our commitment
to the sustainable use of natural resources and environmental
protection. This is because the preservation of what moves us
will always depend on our ability to join forces!
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ADVANCED BONDING METHODS

WATERPROOF

The coated fabric used by ORTLIEB – including all welded seams
– continues to resist leaking when exposed to a 100,000 mm
column of water! This extreme degree of waterproofing is achieved
using a process known as high frequency welding (HFW). Instead of
applying heat from the outside, HFW involves the application of high
frequency voltage to the objects that need to be welded. The voltage
causes the molecules within the various materials to vibrate and,
essentially, to generate heat. Softened from within by the heat, the
materials are then bonded under high pressure, leaving the welded
seam at least as strong as the surrounding material.

What’s behind the legendary
“Made in Germany” waterproof
quality? We work exclusively
with durable materials,
advanced bonding methods
and proven types of closures.
For instance, we use high
frequency welding to meet
the highest of waterproofing
specifications. This helps to
distinguish ORTLIEB products
as true outdoor champions
compared to other merely
sewn or glued products.

PROVEN CLOSURES

DURABLE MATERIALS
ORTLIEB’s outstanding waterproof quality is based on selected
materials that are developed for specific applications. Such
materials include polyester, nylon and Cordura fabrics that are
coated on one or both sides. If a fabric is coated on one side
only, the opposite side will retain its textile look. If both sides of
a fabric are coated, they will both have the familiar tarpaulin look.
ORTLIEB’s thermoplastic coatings meet extremely high waterproofing specifications, and are therefore far superior to most
commercially available tent or backpack coatings.

Waterproof Ratings: What’s Behind the Numbers?
A standard procedure (ISO 811) is commonly used to determine the
degree to which a material or fabric is waterproof. Sometimes referred
to as the hydrostatic head test, the procedure determines the pressure
– measured by the height in millimeters of a column of water held in
a tube above the fabric – at which the fabric begins to leak. A piece of
fabric that shows no signs of leaking when placed under a 4,000 mm
column of water is essentially capable of withstanding the hydrostatic
pressure objects are exposed to at a submerged depth of four meters.

Tent
Rainjacket
ORTLIEB
10.000 20.000 30.000 40.000 50.000 60.000 70.000 80.000 90.000 100.000

(water column)

The third important factor for high waterproof and dustproof
performance is the type of closures used. All of the closures
used in ORTLIEB products are subjected to extensive
environmental simulation testing. One common test parameter

is referred to as ingress protection (IP). Originally used in
the field of electrical engineering, IP ratings have become
increasingly common in the outdoor recreation sector.

1. Flap closure:
Flap closures protect against dust and
spray water from angles of up to 60° to
90°. Also available with a snow shield
or an additional roll closure, the flap
accomplishes its mission on every outing.
Snap buckles and hooks are used to
secure the flap’s closure. Products in
the City Line are typically outfitted with
magnetic fasteners to facilitate handling.

4. Waterproof zipper:
TIZIP zippers reliably prevent water and
dust from entering your ORTLIEB bags.
The inside of the bags will remain dry
when submerged under 1 meter of water
for a period of 30 minutes. The waterproof and dustproof design leads to a
slightly greater degree of friction when
opening and closing the bag.

2. Roll closure:
The roll closure is a simple, effective
and highly versatile means of keeping
the inside separate from the outside.
It is completely dustproof and protects
the contents of ORTLIEB bags against
spray water from all directions. The roll
closure gains its stability and waterproof
quality from the thin plastic stiffener
bars sewn into the upper end of the material. The height or
volume of packed bags can also be reduced by rolling up the
material further. Those interested in maximum compactness are
encouraged to select the model with the integrated valve.

5. Clip Closure:
A clip closure system is used for the
ORTLIEB Smartphone Case. The two
halves of the plastic case are outfitted
with a sealing contour. These halves
are pressed together and held in place
with two clips. The system guarantees
complete dust protection and reliable
waterproof performance for a period of
30 minutes at a submerged depth of one meter.

3. Quick-Seal-Closure:
The Quick Seal Closure allows you to
quickly open and close your ORTLIEB
bag by simply moving a slider along
two flexible plastic profiles. The closure
reliably protects the inside of the bag
against dust and spray water from all
directions. Ideal for daily use!
Advice: The Quick Seal closure may not work properly at
temperatures of less than -5°C/23°F.

COURIER-BAG
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IP 53
PVC
free

ORTLIEB’s Urban Line of waterproof bike bags makes
a visually appealing contribution to city life. Admired in
offices, cafes and boutiques throughout town, these
fashionable bags with their aesthetic textile look are
ideal for bicycle commuters and recreational riders.
Why switch to the Urban Line? The polyester-coated
blend of cotton and Cordura fabric is a function-meetsfashion statement that is the talk of the town.

The snap-buckle flap gives you quick access to a
laptop compartment and inside pockets for various
items such as mobile devices.

Further features:
light attachment | carrying handle

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
volume
weight
dimensions

Versions:

fabric

NEW

pepper
11 L art.no. K8401
18 L art.no. K8451

M / 11 L / 671 cu.in.
756 g / 26.7 oz.
29 x 38 x 16 cm /
11.4 x 15 x 6.3 in.(H x W x D)
PS55C
L / 18 L / 1098 cu.in.
958 g / 33.8 oz.
32 x 46 x 18 cm /
12.6 x 18.1 x 7.1 in.(H x W x D)
PS55C

coffee
11 L art.no. K8402
18 L art.no. K8452

BIKE / URBAN LINE

THE TALK OF THE TOWN

No time to lose? Then strap up and mount your bike!
ORTLIEB’s Courier-Bag is the ideal solution for all those
who ride without a bike rack. The new shoulder strap
concept and padded back of the bag make transport
both safe and comfortable.

BACK-ROLLER URBAN
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The multifunctional Urban Back-Roller is an ideal
single bag for bike riders who are looking for a
spacious, waterproof bike bag to accompany them
on their way to work or school. Made of a special
blend of cotton and Cordura fabrics, the bag has a
textile appearance that is a perfect match for both
casual and business attire. Thanks to a polyurethane
coating on the inside, it is nonetheless absolutely
waterproof. The practical QL2.1 mounting system
enables you to quickly and conveniently attach the
bag to your bike rack. The bag’s internal pocket,
consisting of a main compartment and a zippered
mesh compartment helps you to keep things orderly
and immediately accessible. A detachable shoulder
strap allows you to comfortably carry the Urban
Back-Roller once you set off on foot.
QL2.1

Optional accessories:
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket |
bottle cage | anti-theft device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1

fabric

PVC
free

Versions:

M / 11 L / 671 cu.in.
TIZIP
816 g / 28.8 oz.
27 x 39 x 15,5 cm /
10.6 x 15.4 x 6.1 in. (H x W x D)
PS55C
pepper
L / 17 L / 1037 cu.in.
11 L art.no. K7901
TIZIP
17 L art.no. K7951
984 g / 34.7 oz.
29 x 46 x 17,5 cm /
11.4 x 18.1 x 6.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS55C

coffee
11 L art.no. K7902
17 L art.no. K7952

BIKE / URBAN LINE

Specifications:

volume
feature
weight
dimensions

PVC
free

20 L / 1220 cu.in.
QL2.1
840 g / 29.6 oz.
42 x 23/32 x 17 cm /
16.5 x 9/12.6 x 6.7 cm (H x W x D)
fabric
PS55C
colours/art.no. pepper / F5502
coffee / F5503

IP 67

fabric

IP 64

volume
feature
weight
dimensions

Newly assigned to cover the story –
and already making headlines. Made
of a PVC-free blend of cotton and
Cordura fabric, the Reporter-Bag is an
outstanding space manager. The lockinghook flap gives you quick access to the
main compartment with its waterproof
zipper. A new shoulder strap concept
ensures comfortable carrying and offers
additional safety while you ride. Inside
you will find a number of interesting
details, including a laptop compartment
and various inside pockets.

Further features:
buckled flap with inner pocket

Anti

system scratch

Specifications

REPORTER-BAG

volume
feature
weight
dimensions

Further features:
3M Scotchlite reflectors
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We support:

Biking to work is a German-wide campaign organized by
ADFC and the German health
insurance AOK promoting employees to use their bicycles
for commuting to their jobs
throughout a defined period
of time.

www.mit-dem-rad-zurarbeit.de

COMMUTER-BAG QL3 & QL2.1
Versions (QL3):

Specifications (QL3):

pepper
14 L art.no. F70601
19 L art.no. F70651

IP 53

PVC
free

QL3

QL2.1

system

The waterproof Commuter-Bag for bicycle commuters is an organizational talent whose
well-conceived space management system includes a separate laptop compartment,
a pen holder and a key strap. The bag’s snap buckles make it easier for you to quickly
access the main compartment. The durable handle and the detachable shoulder strap
make for comfortable carrying, while the side reflectors enhance your safety. The
Commuter-Bag is available with the QL2.1 or the QL3 rack mounting system.

Anti

system scratch

coffee
14 L art.no. F70602
19 L art.no. F70652

Versions (QL2.1):

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
pepper
14 L art.no. F70501
19 L art.no. F70551

L / 19 L/ 1159 cu.in.
QL3
1100 g / 38.8 oz.
33 x 40 x 15 cm /
13 x 15.7 x 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS55C

Specifications (QL2.1):

Further features:
outer pocket (not waterproof)
Optional accessories:
anti-theft device for QL2.1 | 20mm QL2.1
hooks | QL3 mounting set | padded
Notebook Sleeve

fabric

M / 14 L / 854 cu.in.
QL3
1000 g / 35.3 oz.
33 x 40 x 10 cm /
13 x 15.7 x 3.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS55C

coffee
14 L art.no. F70502
19 L art.no. F70552

fabric

M / 14 L / 854 cu.in.
QL2.1
1100 g / 38.8 oz.
33 x 40 x 10 cm /
13 x 15.7 x 3.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS55C

L / 19 L/ 1159 cu.in.
QL2.1
1200 g / 42.3 oz.
33 x 40 x 15 cm /
13 x 15.7 x 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS55C

M
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L

BIKE / URBAN LINE

volume
feature
weight
dimensions

BARISTA

VELO-POCKET

PVC
free

IP 53

Urban, classic, exclusive. Matching this description - and today‘s
lifestyle bikes - is ORTLIEB‘s Barista handlebar bag. This urbanvelo styled bag features tough PU laminated Cordura-cotton-mix
with leather contrast details. Stylish and waterproof. This bag
offers space for smart phone, keys, papers etc. An internal
organizer with key snap hook, pen slot and two pockets keeps
things in place. The convenient magnetic flap allows quick and
quiet access. The magnets open and close automatically and
safely. Once unclipped from the handlebar, Barista becomes
a stylish shoulder bag. Barista is supplied with the Ultimate6
mounting system (compatible with Rixen&Kaul).

Advice:
Remove and stow
away shoulder strap
before biking.

A perfect city companion and extremely practical
for the way there: the Velo-Pocket is a fashionable
handbag that you can quickly and easily attach to
your bicycle handlebar. The new embedded and
unobtrusive mounting elements on the back of
the Velo-Pocket are compatible with the ORTLIEB
Ultimate6 handlebar bag adapter and the KLICKfix
manufactured by Rixen&Kaul. The bag’s flap is
outfitted with a Velcro fastener to enable quick
opening and closing.

Further features:
inner organizer with key chain | inner pocket |
removable shoulder strap

IP 53

PVC
free

Versions:

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions

pepper
2,5 L art.no. F3260

coffee
2,5 L art.no. F3261

fabric

2,5 L / 153 cu.in.
400 g / 14.1 oz.
17 x 34 x 7 cm /
6.7 x 13.4 x 2.8 in. (H x W x D)
PS55C

Versions:

pepper
6L
art.no. F3353

coffee
6L
art.no. F3354

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

6 L / cu.in.
600 g /21.2 oz.
33 x 30 x 10 cm /
13 x 11.8 x 3.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS55C

BIKE / URBAN LINE
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SYSTEM VIDEO
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OVERVIEW ORTLIEB QL MOUNTING SYSTEMS:

SYSTEM VIDEO

QL2.1 SYSTEM

QL3 SYSTEM

QL3

system

SYSTEM VIDEO

Bike

QL2.1

system

Anti

scratch

This mounting system QL2.1 for bike panniers is the further
development of ORTLIEB’s milestone setting QL1 system. All
hooks are adjustable to the rack without requiring any tools.
Therefore, the panniers can be easily switched from one bike to
another. The QL2.1 system may be upgraded with the anti-theft
device (not possible in QL1)·
This innovative system has the following features that distinguish it from others:
· Comfortable single-handed operation
·1
 6 mm QL hooks with inserts which have an „anti-scratch“ function for 8, 10 and 12 mm. In QL2.1, the reductions inserts are attached
from the sides and secured against loss.
· 20 mm QL hooks are optionally available for racks with larger diameters (17-20 mm) as often used on E-bikes.
· The upper mounting rail consists of one piece for high stability. With models Office-Bag and Downtown it can be adjusted to the left or
right side of the bike rack.
· T he special assembly system allows the use of extremely flat nuts on the inner side thus featuring a level surface and avoiding damage
to whatever you bring along.
· T he lower hook rail is made of a two-component synthetic combination with „anti-scratch“ function. This reduces abrasions on the carrier and prevents damage to the rack tubing. The lower hook is rotatable in 15° steps and adjustable in height.
·A
 ll hooks are adjustable to the rack without requiring any tools and can be easily exchanged.
·O
 ptional upgrade with anti-theft device into the upper rail.

The QL3 system is especially developed for office and city bags
and its secret lies in the fact that the main mounting components
stay on the rack. This results in a clear rear side that is free of
protruding hooks, and significantly improves the bag’s carrying
comfort when off the bike.

The QL3 system has all the known advantages of the previous
ORTLIEB QL systems:
· Comfortable single-handed operation
· Automatic closing and opening of the hooks by lifting the
pannier handle
· F ixing rail can be mounted on left or right side, and optionally
on horizontal or vertical bars of rack
· Sufficient legroom due to variable height and angle
· L ower hook rotatable in 360° (24 steps, each 15°) for individual
adjustment to racks with a tube diameter up to 10 mm, or 1114 mm with optional mounting set (art.no. E190)
· Horizontal rack top remains free for baskets, trunkbags etc·
· Additional mounting sets available for attaching bags to other
bikes (art.no. E175)
· Bags with QL1, QL2 or QL2.1 system can also be fixed to the
QL3 mounting rail
·D
 irect mounting without QL3 mounting rail possible to Tubus rack
„Minimal QL3“ and Racktime rack „Match-it QL3“

QL1 SYSTEM

QL1

system

· Optimal fit on all racks with a tube diameter up to 16m (inserts for 8/11 mm inclusive)
·C
 omfortable single-handed operation
· Automatic closing and opening of the hooks by lifting the pannier handle
· Large adjustment range of QL1 hook on hook rail
· Large adjustment range (horizontal and vertical) in 15° steps of lower hook on semi-elliptical rail
QL1/2.1

QL3

Used on: Back-Roller City, Front-Roller City

BIKE / QUICK-LOCK

The QL1 System was ORTLIEB’s first mounting system for bike panniers which
allowed a single-handed mounting on and removal of panniers from the bike
rack. The automatically closing hooks replaced the complicated attachments
with straps and buckles which were slow and unreliable. Thousands of the
indestructible mounting QL1 system have now been used for decades on
ORTLIEB bike panniers and are still in use.

The QL1 system features:

Used on: Single-Bag QL3, Office-Bag QL3, Downtown QL3, Vario QL3,
City-Biker QL3, Commuter-Bag QL3

SYSTEM VIDEO

Used on: almost all panniers from 2015

FOR GREATER VISIBILITY IN STREET TRAFFIC!

Bike

High visibility is so important to us at ORTLIEB because it is a matter of safety. Both the waterproof,
polyurethane-coated Cordura fabric in neon yellow and the black fabric parts of this bag are densely
interwoven with high-luminosity reflective yarn. This composition turns the entire bag into an eminently
visible reflector when it is picked up in the headlights of passing cars.

BACK-ROLLER &
FRONT-ROLLER

02/2014

05/2014

QL2.1

system

IP 64

Anti

PVC
free

scratch

PAIR

These panniers guarantee top safety and come with the QL2.1 system.
The fluorescent signal yellow-black fabric enhances your visibility in dusk,
dawn or bad weather. All other features are identical to the Plus models.

Specifications · Back-Roller:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions

Optional accessories:
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage | anti-theft
device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1

fabric

40 L / 2441 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
1680 g / 59.3 oz. (pair)
42 x 23/32x 17 cm /
16.5 x 9/12.6 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PS50CX / PS50X

Specifications · Front-Roller:
Versions · Back-Roller/Front-Roller:

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

NEW

neon yellow-black reflex
40 L art.no. F5151
Back-Roller Plus

|

Back-Roller High Visibility

black reflex
40 L art.no. F5152

NEW

neon yellow-black reflex
25 L art.no. F6151

black reflex
25 L art.no. F6152

25 L / 1526 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
1440 g / 50.8 oz. (pair)
30 x 25 x 14 cm /
11.8 x 9.8 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PS50CX / PS50X

BIKE / HIGH VISIBILITY LINE

16 17
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OFFICE-BAG QL3

VELOCITY

QL3

system

IP 64
PVC
free

IP 64

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions

21 L / 1282 cu.in.
1750 g / 61.8 oz.
30 x 40 x 17 cm /
11.8 x 15.7 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
fabric
PS50CX
colours/art.no. black reflex / F70951

With its 20-liter payload, this versatile daypack is
just the right size for work, school and play. The
detachable zippered pocket on the inside offers
plenty of space for keys and other small items.
Added carrying comfort is ensured by the foampadded back, carrying loop and ergonomic shoulder
straps, breast strap and waist strap. The edge
protectors at the bottom increase the daypack’s
resistance to wear and tear. The front is designed to
permit the easy attachment of a bike helmet or an
additional safety light.

Optional accessories:
Mounting set for tube diameters up to 14 mm (art.no.
E190) | Notebook sleeves
10“, 13.3“ and 15.4“
Versions:

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
neon yellow-black reflex
20 L art.no. R4041

IP 54

PVC
free

black reflex
20 L art.no. R4042

SADDLE-BAG

Versions:

NEW

neon yellow-black reflex
7L
art.no. F3451

black reflex
7L
art.no. F3452

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

Optional accessories:
Map Case | Mobile Guide | Internal dividers | Camera Insert
Bag fits onto KLICKfix mounting by Rixen&Kaul.

7 L / 427 cu.in.
740 g / 26.1 oz.
21 x 23,5 x 14 cm /
8.3 x 9.3 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PS50X / PS50CX

IP 64

NEW

PVC
free

The popular Saddle-Bag L shines like a star under your saddle.
The bag’s entire surface is reflective, giving you a crucial
degree of added safety by increasing your detectability in
the headlights of passing cars. With its 2.7 liter payload, the
largest of the ORTLIEB Saddle-Bags offers you plenty of space
for a spare tube, a tool kit, a rain jacket and light refreshments.
Optional accessories:
Strap set for Brooks and comfort saddles (art.no. F96E)

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

2.75 L / 165 cu.in.
330 g / 11.6 oz.
10 x 23 x 7/16 cm /
3.9 x 9.1 x 2.8/6.3 cm (H x W x D)
PS50CX
black reflex / F9481

fabric

20 L / 1221 cu.in.
890 g / 31.4 oz.
47 x 28 x 15 cm /
18.5 x11 x 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS50X / PS50CX

BIKE / HIGH VISIBILITY LINE

ULTIMATE6

The Ultimate6 High Visibility handlebar bag is a
safety genius. Interwoven reflective yarn glows in
the dark and increases your riding safety. When
the bag is attached to the handlebar, all you need
to do is turn a key to prevent it from being opened
or removed from your bike. The magnetic closure
in the flap, outside mesh pockets and comfortable
shoulder strap offer enhanced convenience and
a removable partitioner allows you to keep the
contents of the bag in perfect order.

PVC
free

NEW

An elegant black bag during the day, and a reflective safety
shield at night! The High Visibility Office-Bag is ideally suited for
your ride to the office, offering you plenty of space for two DIN
A4 folders, writing utensils and other workday items. The bag’s
comfortable shoulder strap, stable feet and QL3 rack mounting
system add even greater convenience.

20 21
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CONTRAST PROGRAM WITH A CLEAR MESSAGE
The black-and-white design helps to attract a higher level of attention, which is good because the waterproof,
polyurethane-coated canvas material is completely PVC-free. There is naturally more behind the ORTLIEB logo
than a fashion statement and a demonstration of how good-looking sustainable designs can be.

BACK-ROLLER &
FRONT-ROLLER

QL2.1

IP 64

system

PVC
free

scratch

Anti

The look: classic. The features: practical. Robust
polyester fabric and waterproof roll-up closures reliably
protect this bike bag against the pouring rain. Both
models can be removed from your bike rack quickly
and easily thanks to the QL2.1 mounting system. The
shoulder strap allows you to comfortably carry the bag
when on foot.

Versions · Back-Roller/Front-Roller:

Specifications · Back-Roller:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

white-black
40 L art.no. F5101

40 L / 2441 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
1900 g / 67.1 oz. (pair)
42 x 23/32 x 17 cm /
16.5 x 9/12.6 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PD62 / PS60

black
40 L art.no. F5102

Optional accessories:
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket |
bottle cage | anti-theft device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1

Specifications · Front-Roller:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
white-black
25 L art.no. F6101

black
25 L art.no. F6102

fabric

25 L /  1526 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
1590 g / 56.1 oz. (pair)
30 x 25 x 14 cm /
11.8 x 9.8 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PD62 / PS60

ULTIMATE6
Versions:

IP 54
PVC
free

white-black
7L
art.no. F3401

Touring handlebar bag Ultimate6 Black‘n White features a
lockable mounting system and a magnetic lid closure. All other
features like Ultimate Classic version (see page „Bike“ | 38).

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

Optional accessories:
Map Case | Mobile Guide with cord fixing | Extension adapter for
mounting to highly curved handlebars | additional mounting set |
padded Camera Insert | Internal Divider | bag fits onto KLICKfix
mounting by Rixen&Kaul.

black
7L
art.no. F3402

7 L / 427 cu.in.
710 g / 25 oz.
21 x 23,5 x 14 cm /
8.3 x 9.3 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PD62 / PS60

BIKE / BLACK‘N WHITE LINE

BLACK‘N WHITE LINE

PAIR

Bike

VELOCITY

OFFICE-BAG
QL3

system

QL2.1

system

Anti

scratch

PVC
free
IP 64
PVC
free

Ideal for students and commuters: this daypack
combines the fresh design of the Black & White
Line with the outstanding features of the Velocity
daypack: durable carrying handle, compact size and
optimal back ventilation. The detachable zippered
pocket on the inside will help you keep your things
in order.

IP 64

Laptop, files and documents are securely stowed in the Office-Bag Black‘n
White. See page „Bike“ | 56 for all details of inside features. Choice of two
mounting systems: QL2.1 or QL3 (see page „Bike“ | 14).

Versions QL3:

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

Versions:

white-black
21 L art.no. F70931

black
21 L art.no. F70932

Versions QL2.1:
white-black
21 L art.no. F70901
white-black
20 L art.no. R4051

black
20 L art.no. R4052

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

black
21 L art.no. F70902

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

21 L / 1282 cu.in.
QL3
1920 g / 67.5 oz.
30 x 40 x 17 cm /
11.8 x 15.7 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PD62 / PS60
21 L / 1282 cu.in.
QL2.1
1900 g / 67.1 oz.
30 x 40 x 17 cm /
11.8 x 15.7 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PD62 / PS60

Separat erhältliches Zubehör · Downtown/Office-Bag:
anti-theft device QL2.1 | 20 mm QL2.1 hooks | QL3
mounting set | padded Notebook Sleeve „Bike“| 58

DOWNTOWN

20 L / 1221 cu.in.
1010 g / 35.6 oz.
47 x 28 x 15 cm /
18.5 x 11 x 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
PD62 / PS60

QL3

system

QL2.1

system

Anti

scratch

PVC
free

IP 53

Bike briefcase Downtown Black‘n White with variable lid closure is
available with the mounting system QL2.1 or QL3 (see page „Bike“ | 14).
See page „Bike“ | 55 for all details of inside features.

Versions QL3:

white-black
21 L art.no. F7371

black
18 L art.no. F7372

Versions QL2.1:
white-black
18 L art.no. F7341

black
18 L art.no. F7342

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

18 L / 1098 cu.in.
QL3
1550 g / 54 oz.
36 x 36 x 14 cm /
14.2 /14.2 / 5.5 in.(H x W x D)
PD62 / PS60

18 L / 1098 cu.in.
QL2.1
1500 g / 53 oz.
36 x 36 x 14 cm /
14.2 /14.2 / 5.5 in.(H x W x D)
PD62 / PS60

BIKE / BLACK‘N WHITE LINE
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Bike

WORLD
TRAVELER

BIKE-TOURER

Ready for a tour across Europe,
Asia or even around the world?
Embark on a challenging
and breathtaking adventure
with your bike loaded to a
maximum. With every ounce
making a difference, it’s a good
thing that ORTLIEB bags are
so lightweight. And even when
facing a hard driving rain on a
long stretch of road, you’ll have
no reason to get discouraged
because not a drop will make
it into your bag’s interior. You’ll
simply keep going onwards
towards the sun.

3-2011

TRAVEL-BIKER

03/04-2011

UPDATED
IP 67

UPDATED
PAIR

TRAVEL-SET

07/08-2011

05/2013

QL2.1

BIKE TOURING

system

Anti

scratch

PVC
free

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
fabric

72 L / 4394 cu.in
QL2.1 / TIZIP
4970 g / 69.5 oz.
PS42R / PS33

QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

IP 53

PVC
free

Passionate cyclists who want to escape the daily
routine will pack their Bike-Tourer. The bag is
specifically designed to be used as a rear pannier,
providing more than enough room for a serious tour.
An internal division and added front pouch help
organize your gear. The convenient flap is quick and
easy to use one handed. Four base feet protect the
pannier base. Padded adjustable shoulder straps
provide comfort and can be easily detached.
The Bike-Tourer attaches to any standard bike rack
up to 16m (inserts for 8, 10 and 12 mm included)
with the QL2.1 attachment system. For extra room,
the Bike-Tourer can be perfectly combined with the
ORTLIEB Travel-Biker or Trunk-Bag.

Further features:
large reflectors | front pouch | carrying handle

SET

UPDATED

This waterproof luggage system allows experienced cyclists
to carry all the necessities for extended touring or weekend
family trips. Plenty of room combined with excellent comfort.
Clothes can be stowed away crease free in the large suitcase.
Four inner pockets, two zippered, two internal compression
straps and an outer mesh pocket provide plenty of possibilities
to store your gear. All other equipment is packed in the rear
panniers Bike-Tourer. Valuables and money are to hand in the
handlebar bag Ultimate6 Plus. The included anti-theft device
means that the panniers may be left on the bike, deterred from
unauthorised removal. Optional accessories include the OuterPocket size S, the Bottle Cage and Mesh Pocket.
The Travel-Set is available in two versions: suitcase TravelBiker is either supplied with ORTLIEB rack adapter or with
Snap-it adapter for Racktime system carriers (lock available as
accessory).

The Travel-Set comes with:
bike suitcase Travel-Biker see page
„Bike“ | 25 | Two rear panniers BikeTourer with QL2.1 mounting set, see page
„Bike“ | 25 | Handlebar bag Ultimate6
Plus page „Bike“ | 37 | anti-theft device
(mounted), see page „Bike“ | 71
Optional accessories:
for the version with ORTLIEB adapter we
also offer a wider frame for the adapter
(art.no. E199)
Versions:

Optional accessories:
pannier carrying system | outer pocket size S |anti-theft device | bottle cage | mesh pocket

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

slate-black
with ORTLIEB adapter
72 L art.no. F2045

slate-black
with SNAP-IT adapter
72 L art.no. F2046

38 L / 2319 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
2570 g / 90.7 oz. (pair)
40 x 23 / 32x17 cm /
15.7 x 9/12.6 x6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PS21R / PS33
slate-black / F2152

PVC
free

Those who wish to be prepared for any situation on the road make the
right choice with the Travel-Biker. The handy suitcase is designed for
carrying clothes; stylish clothing will arrive dry with minimum creases.
Four internal pockets, two of which zippered, and two compression straps
help keeping things in place. An outer mesh pocket and elastics on the lid
offer additional room for extra gear. The waterproof Travel-Biker is ideal for
use on touring or trekking bikes. With a “click” it is fixed fast and easily
onto the rack adapter: simply slide on and click in. The Travel-Biker can be
combined with all ORTLIEB bike panniers. Maximum capacity: 10 kg / 350
oz. (check capacity of rack). Travel-Biker is available with ORTLIEB rack
adapter or with Snapit adapter for Racktime system carriers (lock available
as accessory).

Further features:
padded carrying handle with reflective material | four base feet
Optional accessories:
for version with ORTLIEB adapter we also offer a wider frame for the
adapter (art.no. E199) | shoulder strap (art.no. E33)
Versions:

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensión
fabric

slate-black
with ORTLIEB adapter
27 L art.no. F2087

slate-black
with SNAP-IT adapter
27 L art.no. F2088

27 L / 1648 cu.in.
TIZIP
1850 g / 65.3 oz.
16,5 x 50 x 33 cm /
6.5 x 19.7 x 13 in. (H x W x D)
PS42R / PS33

BIKE / BIKE TOURING
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Bike

BIKE-PACKER PLUS

SPORT-PACKER PLUS

Abrasion-resistant Cordura fabric makes this pannier the tough travel
companion for extended bike touring. The waterproof three-dimensional
front pouch offers additional storage room. Quick and easy mounting to the
rack thanks to the QL2.1 fixing.

The classical waterproof rear pannier made of robust polyester fabric
with plenty of room for everything you need on tour. Simple mounting is
guaranteed by the QL2.1 fixing.

UPDATED
UPDATED

Optional accessories:
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage | anti-theft
device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1
Versions:

QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

PVC
free

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

lime-moss green
42 L art.no. F2701

IP 54

signalred-chili
42 L art.no. F2702

denim-steel blue
42 L art.no. F2703

granite-black
42 L art.no. F2704

PAIR

QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

IP 54

PVC
free

PAIR

Optional accessories:
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage | anti-theft
device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1
Specifications:

Versions:

42 L / 2563 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
2200 g / 77.6 oz. (pair)
42 x 23/32 x 22 cm /
16.5 x 9/12.6 x8.7in. (H x W x D)
PS36C

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

lime-moss green
30 L art.no. F4901

signalred-chili
30 L art.no. F4902

denim-steel blue
30 L art.no. F4903

granite-black
30 L art.no. F4904

30 L / 1831 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
1680 g / 59.3 oz. (pair)
40 x 25 x 14 cm /
15.7 x 9.8 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C

BIKE / BIKE TOURING

Further features:
shoulder strap with snap hook | base feet | dust/snow gasket under the lid
with cord | inner pocket | 3M Scotchlite reflectors

Further features:
shoulder strap with snap hook | base feet | dust/snow gasket under the lid
with cord | inner pocket | 3M Scotchlite reflectors

BACK-ROLLER PLUS

28 29
Bike

In extended touring it shows what it’s made for. The tough rear pannier
made of tear-resistant Cordura fabric is waterproof thanks to its handy roll
closure. With its QL2.1 fixing it is quickly mounted and taken off the bike
rack. And once you arrive at your destination, you can carry the Back-Roller
Plus just like a shoulder bag thanks to the included strap.

Further features:
3M Scotchlite reflectors | inner pocket

UPDATED
QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

IP 64

PVC
free

PAIR

Optional accessories:
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage | anti-theft
device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1

Versions:
Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
lime-moss green
40 L art.no. F5201

signalred-chili
40 L art.no. F5202

denim-steel blue
40 L art.no. F5203

granite-black
40 L art.no. F5204

fabric

40 L / 2441 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
1680 g /59.3 oz. (pair)
42 x 23/32 x 17 cm /
16.5 x 9/12.6 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C

Photo: Mateusz Waligóra

FRONT-ROLLER PLUS
Sturdy and tough for rough conditions. The Front-Roller Plus made of
abrasion-resistant Cordura is designed for lowriders in the front or for
the rear rack; it is also the right choice for children’s bikes. The handy roll
closures are completely waterproof, and provide plenty of room for your
belongings. With the QL2.1 system fixing to the rack is quick and easy.

Advice:
The Back-Roller and Front-Roller
(except City-Line models) can be
combined with the ORTLIEB RackPack on the rear rack.
Photo: Dirk Rohrbach

UPDATED

DIRK ROHRBACH
Age
Sports
Used ORTLIEB since
Project

Kilometers logged by bike
Website
Endorsement

Photo: Dirk Rohrbach

Photo: Dirk Rohrbach

46
Bicycling & canoeing
1987
“I’m a traveler, a physician and a journalist. And I’m also in love
with the feeling of setting off along roads through the small towns
and endless expanse of America. Altogether, I’ve pedaled for tens
of thousands of miles on more than 40 different trips. On my most
recent adventure, I saddled up my bike and rode across North
America from the Atlantic to the Pacific, always on the lookout for
extraordinary people and opportunities to share a story or two.
around 25,000 . . . and counting
www.dirk-rohrbach.com
“No matter whether it’s a daypack, a water bag or pannier,
ORTLIEB has been an integral part of my equipment from the
beginning, always reliable and highly functional, not to mention
the outstanding customer service. Thank you.”

QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

IP 64

PVC
free

PAIR

Further features:
3M Scotchlite reflectors | shoulder strap | integrated inner pocket
Optional accessories:
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage | anti-theft
device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1

Versions:

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

lime-moss green
25 L art.no. F6201

signalred-chili
25 L art.no. F6202

denim-steel blue
25 L art.no. F6203

granite-black
25 L art.no. F6204

25 L / 1526 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
1440 g / 50.8 oz. (pair)
30 x 25 x 14 cm /
11.8 x 9.8 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C

BIKE / BIKE TOURING

First Aid Kits for
Cycling on page
„Outdoor“|60

SPORT-PACKER CLASSIC

30 31
Bike

The compact size of the Sport-Packer Classic makes it the perfect pannier
for short tours, as front pannier with additional storage room for the
lowrider or for children bikes. Simple mounting and removal from the rack
is guaranteed by the QL2.1 fixing.

Further features:
shoulder strap with snap hook | base feet | dust/snow gasket under the
lid with cord | inner pocket | 3M Scotchlite reflectors

UPDATED
QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

IP 54

PAIR

Versions:

Optional accessories:
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage | anti-theft
device | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

red-black
30 L art.no. F4801

ultramarine-black
30 L art.no. F4802

30 L / 1831 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
1750 g / 61.7 oz.(pair)
40 x 25 x 14 cm /
15.7 x 9.8 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS490

black
30 L art.no. F4803

BIKE-PACKER CLASSIC
Made of durable polyester fabric and long known as an ideal pannier for
extended tours in any kind of weather, the spacious Bike Packer Classic is
now available with the QL2.1 rack mounting system. The advantage of this
faithful companion at your rear wheel: greater transport comfort, stability
and safety.

UPDATED
QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

IP 54

PAIR

Optional accessories:
carrying system | outer pocket size
S | mesh pocket | bottle cage |
anti-theft device | 20 mm hooks for
QL2.1

Versions:
Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
red-black
40 L art.no. F2601

ultramarine-black
40 L art.no. F2602

black
40 L art.no. F2603

fabric

40 L / 2441 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
2080 g / 73.4 oz.(pair)
42 x 23/32 x 17 cm /
16.5 x 9/12.6 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS490

BIKE / BIKE TOURING

Further features:
shoulder strap with snap hook | base feet | dust/snow gasket under the
lid with cord | inner pocket | 3M Scotchlite reflectors

32 33

BLACK ‘N‘
WHITE LINE

Bike

BACK-ROLLER CLASSIC

FELIX STARCK
Age
Used ORTLIEB since
Sport
Project

SEE PAGE
"BIKE" | 21

Durable polyester fabric make this pannier a long
lasting touring companion. The waterproof roll
closure ensures safe and waterproof storage of food
and equipment. With its QL2.1 fixing it is quickly
mounted and taken off the bike rack. A shoulder
strap provides carrying comfort when taken off the
rack.

Website

24
World tour 2013 / 2014
Bicycling
“What is the purpose of life? Around a year ago, I found myself asking
this question almost every day. Finally, I decided to take an active
approach to arriving at an answer. I decided to explore the world at
a speed that would enable richer experiences – on a bicycle. Without
even taking the time to get in shape, I set out with a 55 kg load and a
video camera in June of 2013. I rode for more than 18,000 kilometers
through a total of 22 countries, with the goal of fulfilling a dream: the
dream of absolute freedom and the process of discovering the world.”
www.pedal-the-world.com

Endorsement

“The best bike bags in the world . . . by far!”

Photo: Felix Starck

UPDATED
QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

Advice:
The Back-Roller and Front-Roller (except
City-Line models) can be combined with
the ORTLIEB Rack-Pack on the rear rack
for waterproof transport of tent, sleeping
bag and mattress.

IP 64

Photo: Felix Starck

Further features:
3M Scotchlite reflectors | integrated inner pocket

PAIR

Optional accessories:
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh
pocket | bottle cage | anti-theft device | 20
mm hooks for QL2.1

Specifications:

03/2011

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

40 L / 2441 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
1900 g /67.1 oz. (pair)
42 x 23/32 x 17 cm /
16.5 x 9/12.6 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS490

Versions:

Photo: Felix Starck

Photo: Felix Starck

1
black
40 L art.no. F5301

red-black
40 L art.no. F5302

ultramarine-black
40 L art.no. F5303

yellow-black
40 L art.no. F5304

BLACK ‘N‘
WHITE LINE

asphalt-black
40 L art.no. F5305

FRONT-ROLLER CLASSIC

SEE PAGE
"BIKE" | 21

ORTLIEB’s far travelled classic model made of robust polyester fabric is designed for
lowriders in the front or for the rear rack, and is also suitable for children’s bikes.
With its QL2.1 system it is quickly mounted and taken off the bike rack.

2

UPDATED

QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

IP 64

PAIR

Optional accessories:
carrying system | outer pocket size S | mesh pocket | bottle cage | anti-theft device | 20
mm hooks for QL2.1

Versions:

3

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

black
25 L art.no. F6301

Photo: Mateusz Waligóra

Photo: Mateusz Waligóra

red-black
25 L art.no. F6302

ultramarine-black
25 L art.no. F6303

yellow-black
25 L art.no. F6304

asphalt-black
25 L art.no. F6305

25 L / 1526 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
1590 g / 56.1 oz. (pair)
30 x 25 x 14 cm /
11.8 x 9.8 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS490

BIKE / BIKE TOURING

Further features:
3M Scotchlite reflectors | integrated inner pocket | shoulder straps

ULTIMATIVE TOURING FUN

Bike

ULTIMATE6 PRO E

Ultimate handlebar bags are typical ORTLIEB originals: handy, light weight bags that take lots of gear.
Well thought out design, stable form and rigid lid keep them in shape.
The handlebar bags can be locked to the adapter, wich is compatible with KLICKfix by Rixen&Kaul.

Make low battery power a thing of the past! The Ultimate 6 Pro
E allows you to recharge while riding your bike. This practical
touring handlebar bag offers the right platform, allowing you
to operate your mobile devices (e.g. for navigation) with the
power you generate via your hub dynamo. All you need is an
appropriate converter that can be purchased separately. Thanks
to the contacts integrated in the handlebar bag’s mounting
device, a power connection is established automatically as
soon as you attach the bag to the handlebar.

HANDLEBAR BAGS

IP 54

PVC
free

Further features:
suitable for handlebars up to 31.8 mm. (not for carbon handlebars) | compatible with the KLICKfix system by Rixen&Kaul | 3M
Scotchlite reflector | large outer mesh pocket (not waterproof)
| velcro closure | external base loops for straps | max. capacity
3 kg

Optional accessories:
Map Case | Mobile Guide | Extension adapter for mounting to
highly curved handlebars | additional mounting set (e.g. for a
second bike) | padded Camera Insert | straps for base loops |
cable adapter set
suitable transformer:
Busch + Müller light „Luxos U Lumotec IQ2“ |
Supernova „The Plug“ | Busch + Müller „E-Werk“
or „USB-Werk“

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

M / 7 L /427 cu.in.
800 g / 28.2 oz.
18 x 23,5 x 14 cm /
7.1 x 9.3 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C / TPU
black / F3250E

CABLE ADAPTER SET FOR
ULTIMATE6 PRO E
Cable set for USB cables for connection
of peripherals. These cables are required
for connection of a converter (between
hub dynamo and mobile end device inside
the Ultimate6 Pro E handlebar bag), such
as e.g. Busch & Müller „E-Werk“ or „USBWerk, or lights „Luxos U Lumotec IQ2“ or
„The Plug“ by Supernova.

Specifications:
length
fabric
colour/art.no.

15 - 20 cm
PA
black / E189

BIKE / HANDLEBAR BAGS
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ULTIMATE6 PRO

IP 54
PVC
free

The professional touring companion made from PU coated
Cordura. GPS or other touch screen mobile devices can be
safely stored inside the lid, and easily operated through the
transparent waterproof window. Opening the magnetic closure
lid is fast, easy and single-handed. The main compartment is
subdivided and includes a zippered internal valuables pocket
and a key-holder snap hook. Padded removable Velcro dividers
allow flexible positioning. The waterproof bar bag can be carried
with the removable shoulder strap.
The Ultimate6 Pro offers double anti-theft protection; once fixed
to the handlebar the lid can be locked with a single turn of the
key and the bag itself is locked to the adapter with the integrated lock.

Further features:
suitable for handlebars up to 31.8 mm. (not for carbon
handlebars) | compatible with the KLICKfix system by
Rixen&Kaul | 3M Scotchlite reflector | large outer mesh pocket
(not waterproof) | velcro closure | external base loops for straps
| max. capacity 3 kg

Optional accessories:
Map Case | Mobile Guide | Extension adapter for mounting to
highly curved handlebars | additional mounting set (e.g. for a
second bike) | padded Camera Insert | straps for base loops

ULTIMATE6 PLUS
This waterproof handlebar bag is the perfect storage for maps, papers,
wallet etc. The Ultimate6 Plus made from PU coated Cordura fabric offers
plenty of space for valuables.
Once attached to the handlebar, a single turn of the key prevents the lid
from being opened and the bag from being taken off the mounting. The
removable internal dividers allow flexible design of the interior.
The magnetic lid is easy to operate, opened single-handedly and it locks
almost automatically.

NEW COLOURS

Further features:
suitable for handlebars up to 31.8 mm. or conical handlebars (not for
carbon handlebars) | mounting is compatible with the KLICKfix system by
Rixen&Kaul | 3M Scotchlite reflector on front | small reflector on mounting
block | max. capacity 3 kg

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions

volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

M / 7 L /427 cu.in.
800 g / 28.2 oz.
18 x 23,5 x 14 cm /
7.1 x 9.3 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C / TPU
black / F3250

fabric

lime-moss green
7L
art.no. F3155

PVC
free

Optional accessories:
Map Case | Mobile Guide | adapter support for light,
speedo or e-bike display | Extension adapter for
mounting to highly curved handlebars | additional
mounting set (e.g. for a second bike) | padded Camera Insert

Versions:

Specifications:

IP 54

signalred-chili
7L
art.no. F3156

denim-steel blue
7L
art.no. F3157

granite-black
7L
art.no. F3158

granite-black
8,5 L art.no. F3231

volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

M / 7 L /427 cu.in.
740 g / 26.1 oz.
21 x 23,5 x 14 cm /
8.3 / 9.3 /5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C
L / 8,5 L / 519 cu.in.
760 g / 26.8 oz.
21 x 23,5 x 17 cm /
8.3 / 9.3 /6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C

BIKE / HANDLEBAR BAGS

Bike

SYSTEM VIDEO

36 37

Further features:
suitable for handlebars up to 31.8 mm. or conical handlebars (not for
carbon handlebars) | mounting is compatible with the KLICKfix system by
Rixen&Kaul | 3M Scotchlite reflector on front | small reflector on mounting
block | max. capacity 3 kg

38 39
Bike

Optional accessories:
Map Case | Mobile Guide | adapter support for light, speedo or e-bike
display | Extension adapter for mounting to highly curved handlebars | additional mounting set (e.g. for a second bike) | padded Camera Insert | internal
devider

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

M / 7 L /427 cu.in.
710 g / 25.0 oz.
21 x 23,5 x 14 cm /
8.3 / 9.3 /5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS490
L / 8,5 L / 519 cu.in.
730 g / 25.7 oz.
21 x 23,5 x 17 cm /
8.3 / 9.3 /6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS490

Photo: Felix Starck

SEE PAGE
"BIKE" | 20

ULTIMATE6 COMPACT

ULTIMATE6 CLASSIC

A must for any bike tour! The Ultimate6 Classic is made from waterproof
polyester fabric and is the basic piece for every touring biker. The lockable
reinforced lid with magnetic closure and the lockable ORTLIEB mounting
set ensure stability and safety. Once fixed to the handlebar both lid and
bag can be secured single-handedly. Wallet, ID and keys are stored safely
inside the zippered valuables compartment or key snap-hook. Removable
shoulder strap.

Ideal for short distances. This compact handlebar
bag model with lid closure can even be used as
handbag. Ultralight and suitable for all handlebars.
Mounting Set included. With new integrated, flat
mounting plate on the back.

IP 53

Specifications:

UPDATED

IP 54

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

Versions:

2,7 L / 165 cu.in.
568 g / 20 oz.
20 x 14/17 x 8 cm /
7.9 x 5.5/6.7 x 3.1 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS490

Versions:

NEW

red-black
7L
art.no. F3101

2,7 L / 165 cu.in.
PVC free
538 g / 19 oz.
20 x 14/17 x 8 cm /
7.9 x 5.5/6.7 x 3.1 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C

black
7L
art.no. F3102

yellow-black
7L
art.no. F3104

white-black
7L
art.no. F3106

asphalt-black
7L
art.no. F3107

NEW

ultramarine-black
7L
art.no. F3108

NEW

asphalt-black
8,5 L art.no. F3202

PVC
free

granite-black
2,7 L art.no. F3306

NEW

red-black
2,7 L art.no. F3307

lime-black
2,7 L art.no. F3308

NEW

oceanblue-black
2,7 L art.no. F3309

white-black
2,7 L art.no. F3310

BIKE / HANDLEBAR BAGS

BLACK ‘N‘
WHITE LINE

SUPPORT FOR HANDLEBAR
BAG MOUNTING SET

40 41
Bike

The multifunctional two part mounting support
creates additional space on the handlebar, e.g. for
light, speedo, navigation device or e-bike display.
The set consists of a left and right support; it can
be mounted as a pair (e.g. required for Bosch e-bike
displays) or individually.
The supports are adjustable in height and allow
simultaneous use of a battery light and an Ultimate
handlebar bag.

PVC
free

Specifications:

MAP CASE FOR ULTIMATE6

IP 64

MOBILE GUIDE FOR
ULTIMATE6

PVC
free

with cord fixing: No time for shortcuts – ORTLIEB’s waterproof
map case with cord fixing and roll closure will help you keep
your bearings. The 4-point cord fixing allows easy and secure
fixing onto handlebar bag versions UItimate6. The map case is
made of tear and UV resistant PU. It can also be utilized as map
case for hiking.

We support:

The German Bicycle Association (ADFC) supports
biking in Germany and
works in close cooperation
with clubs, associations
and institutions contributing to safety and protection of the environment. For
more information see

www.adfc.de

Advice:
Not compatible with Ultimate5 or older (fixing with push
buttons)

Further features:
foldable | transparent – can be used on both sides | optional
fixing to handlebar extension (additional Velcro needed) | neck
cord with snap hooks | internal dimensions: 27 x 27 cm/ 10.6
x 10.6 in.

Specifications:
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

70 g / 2.5 oz.
27 x 27 cm /
10.6 x 10.6 in. (H x W)
PF15
transparent / F1401

90 g / 3.2 oz.
PA
black / F1451

IP 64

PVC
free

with cord fixing: The Mobile Guides, be it vertical or horizontal
format, will take touring bikers safely to their destinations.
GPS or Smartphones are operable through the UV resistant
transparent PU window. The protective sleeves are water
resistant and feature a roll Velcro closure. They are compatible
with all ORTLIEB handlebar bags Ultimate6 (models Pro, Plus
and Classic). Both versions - portrait and landscape format can
be easily fixed into the cord loops on the bag’s lid.
Advice:
Not compatible with Ultimate5 or older (fixing with push
buttons)
Further features:
adjustable fixing and neck cord with cord lock | portrait or
landscape format including separate quick release belt loop

Specifications:
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

portrait format
50 g / 1.8 oz.
17 x 10.2 cm/
6.6 x 4 in.(H x W)
PS17 / PF15
transparent-black / F1410

landscape format
45 g / 1.6 oz.
11 x 16.5 cm/
4.3 x 6.5 in.(H x W)
PS17 / PF15
transparent-black / F1411

BIKE / ULTIMATE ACCESSORIES

ULTIMATE ACCESSORIES

weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

SMARTPHONE-CASE MOUNTING

EXTENSION ADAPTER

42 43
Bike

Specifications:

MOUNTING SET FOR
HANDLEBAR BAGS

weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

100 g / 3.5 oz.
PA
black / E165

PVC
free

SMARTPHONE CASE WITH
HANDLEBAR MOUNT
SET
NEW

The Ultimate handlebar bags can also be mounted to strongly
bent comfort bars such as Modolo or Humpert by using the
extension adapter between the mounting set and the handlebar. Usable only in combination with the lockable mounting sets
(E164 & E185).

Adapter for fixing ORTLIEB handlebar bags and all
bags and baskets featuring the KLICKfix system by
Rixen&Kaul. The fixing cord allows easy and quick
mounting to almost any handlebar. The integrated lock
secures the bag to the handlebar. Additionally the lid
of Ultimate6 models Classic, Plus and Pro can also
be locked. Reflector on the mounting block for safety
in traffic. Attention: unsuitable for carbon handlebars.
Maximum capacity including bag is 3 kg/ 105 oz.
including set of two keys.

PVC
free

Specifications:
weight
dimensions

190 g
17 x 24 x 14 cm /
6.7 x 9.4 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
inner dimension 12 x 22 x 13 cm /
4.7 x 8.7 x 5.1 in. (H x W x D)
fabric
nylon
colour/art.no. grey / F94

Ideal if you need your camera equipment or binoculars right
with you, but at the same time safely protected. The padded
camera insert made of nylon is simply inserted into the Ultimate2-6 models (M and L), and converts your handlebar bag into
a professional camera bag. Formfit storage of photo, video or
optical equipment.
Optional accessories:
extension adapter | cord

Specifications:

Specifications Ultimate6 Pro E:

weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

140 g / 4.9 oz.
PA
black / E185

INTERNAL DIVIDER

170 g / 6 oz.
PA
black / E196

UPDATED
Specifications:
feature
weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

M
50 g / 1.8 oz.
nylon
black / F3903

feature
weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

L
60 g / 2.1 oz.
nylon
black / F3904

PVC
free

The new padded divider for
your Ultimate5 or Ultimate6
handlebar bag allows you to
prevent the contents of your
bag from getting all mixed
up while you’re out for a ride.
All of your items stay in their
assigned compartments, saving
you the trouble of having to look
for what you need. The divider
comes with all Ultimate6 Plus
models and can be purchased
separately for use in all Classic
versions. Available for bags in
sizes M and L.

PVC
free

Stay connected and on the right track while you’re out on your bike! The
new dustproof, waterproof and UV-resistant ORTLIEB Smartphone-Case
attaches either vertically or horizontally to your handlebar or handlebar
stem (up to a diameter of 31.6 mm), thereby remaining conveniently within
your field of view. Two easy-to-operate clamps allow you to quickly and
securely lock the case in the desired position. The highly transparent
window gives you unrestricted control over all of your device’s important
functions. The Smartphone-Case (art.no. D2601) and the handlebar mount
(art.no. F1453) are also available separately.

Specifications:
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

82 g/ 2.9 oz.
13.5 x 7 cm /
5.3 x 2.8 x 2.9 in. (H x W)
PS33 / PF15
transparent-black / F1452

HANDLEBAR MOUNT FOR
SMARTPHONE CASE
PVC
free

Specifications:
weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

48 g / 1.7 oz.
PF15
black / F1453

NEW

The rotatable and easy-to-operate handlebar mount allows you to attach
the ORTLIEB Smartphone-Case (art.no. D2601) to all handlebars or
handlebar stems with a diameter of up to 31.8 mm. Simply attach the
mount to your handlebar using the robust plastic ratchet strap and then
securely attach your smartphone case – either vertically or horizontally – to
the mount using the two clamps.

BIKE / ULTIMATE ACCESSORIES

PADDED CAMERA INSERT

PVC
free

IP 67

Bike

MOUNTAIN X 31

SPORT CYCLING

PVC
free
BIKE / SPORT CYCLING

IP 64

Crossing the alps by mountain bike is a unique
experience. And if your plans include the well designed
backpack MountainX 31, your trip is guaranteed to
be a success. The MountainX 31 is made of durable
PU-coated nylon waterproof roll top closure, and a
waterproof zip in the centre. The removable inner
compartment sheet divides the interior in two sections,
e.g. for clean and dirty equipment. The padded back
carrying system with ventilation channels and padded
waist strap ensures sufficient ventilation and carrying
comfort.

MountainBIKE

07/2012
02/2014

Further features:
waterproof removable outer pocket for fixing of helmet, clothing or first aid kit (not included) | fixing for
optional rear light | reflectors | sealing port for hydration tube (up to 10.5 mm diameter) | two lateral
neoprene pockets e.g. for drinking bottles (not waterproof) | emergency whistle on ergonomic shoulder strap
with chest strap | loops for fixing gear | padded waist strap

Versions:

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

slate
31 L

art.no. R4901

signalred
31 L art.no. R4902

oceanblue
31 L art.no. R4903

31 L / 1892 cu.in.
TIZIP
1200 g / 42.3 oz.
51 x 30 x 22 cm /
20 x 11.8 x 8.7 in. (H x W x D)
PS42R

BIKE / SPORT CYCLING

44 45

Bike

FLIGHT

03/2013

11/2011

IP 67

TREKKING
BACKPACKS

SEE PAGE
"OUTDOOR"|4

Take off and relax! The Flight features a TIZIP zipper
and a specially designed waterproof connection to
a lightweight stainless steel frame. It offers space
for all your essentials. The backpack is comfortable
to carry also on long tours, for the carrying system
with adjustable distance mesh allows air circulation.
Chest, waist and shoulder straps are individually
adjustable. The pack is made of tear and abrasion
resistant nylon fabric.

07/2011

PVC
free

An optional hydration system can be integrated for
extended bike tours. The pack features a sealable
drinking tube aperture that accepts tubes up to 10.5
mm diameter. It has a 3M reflector for safety in the
dark, and a fixing loop for a rear light.

Further features:
waterproof front pocket with TIZIP zipper | side pockets
(e.g. for drinking bottles) | internal A4 organizer | valuables
pocket | stow-away helmet carrier | carrying handle

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

22 L / 1343 cu.in.
TIZIP
1310 g / 46.2 oz.
51 x 29 x 20 cm /
20 x 11.4 x7.9 cm (H x W x D)
PS33 / PS42R

27 L / 1648 cu.in.
TIZIP
1360 g / 48 oz.
56 x 29 x 22 cm /
22.3x 11.4 x 8.7 cm (H x W x D)
PS33 / PS42R

Versions:

slate-black
22 L art.no. R5012
27 L art.no. R5112

signalred-black
22 L art.no. R5014
27 L art.no. R5114

oceanblue-black
22 L art.no. R5015
27 L art.no. R5115

BIKE / SPORT CYCLING
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Bike

COR 13

AIRFLEX 11

03/2014

IP 67

PVC
free

The minimalist design and weight make this a pack you can carry all day
long. Though the Cor13 has no external frame, it is very comfortable. The
padded back with ventilation channels provides efficient air circulation. The
anatomically contoured shoulder straps and chest strap are individually
adjustable, and keep the pack close to your body. The waterproof nylon
fabric is extremely abrasion resistant and gives the pack its low weight
(only 700 g/24.5 oz.). Helmets may be stowed under the adjustable and
removable front flap with large reflective print. The main compartment
houses a sewn-in organizer for the inclusion of an optional hydration
system. It goes without saying that the Cor13 is well suited for hiking and
ski tours. Snowboarders can fix their board under the front flap, and will
enjoy the Cor’s perfect fit during freeriding.

The first trip will prove it: this backpack makes your life lighter!
Compact design and 11 liter packing volume make the AirFlex 11
a full featured yet sleek and waterproof pack with convenient roll
closure. The Flex-Wire system with comfortable padding offers
real carrying comfort. The adjustable compression cord serves
for fixing a bike helmet or light jacket. Two outer pockets (not
waterproof) offer space for small items which should be quickly
accessible. Two reflectors ensure good visibility in the dark. The
AirFlex 11 also features a fixing loop for a rear light.

Further features:
waterproof TIZIP zipper | zipped valuables pocket inside flap (not
waterproof!) | sealable aperture for hydration tube | tube clip on shoulder
strap | key ring inside

Further features:
removable valuables pocket | snap hook for keys | space for
optional hydration system

Specifications:

Specifications:

volume
feature
weight
dimensions

volume
weight
dimensions

fabric

13 L / 793 / cu.in.
TIZIP
700 g / 24.5 oz.
44 x 25 x 22 cm /
17.3 x 9.8 x 8.7 cm (H x W x D)
PS33

Versions:

black-black
13 L art.no. R5504

IP 64

fabric

11 L / 671 cu.in.
650 g / 20.9 oz.
42 x 26 x 12 cm /
16.5 x 10.2 x 4.7 in. (H x W x D)
PS21R / PS42

Versions:

black-oceanblue
13 L art.no. R5505

black-red
13 L art.no. R5506

black-white
13 L art.no. R5507

oceanblue-black
11 L art.no. R5604

slate-black
11 L art.no. R5605

lime-black
11 L art.no. R5606

PVC
free

signalred-black
11 L art.no. R5607

BIKE / SPORT CYCLING
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TRUNK-BAG

50 51
Bike

UPDATED
IP 67

The waterproof Trunk-Bag offers ample
storage space on your bike. It is perfect
for touring, commuting, and errands. The
compact rear bag is made of tough and
long lasting Cordura fabric. Once you
arrive at your destination, you can carry
the Trunk-Bag as a shoulder bag with the
included strap. Prior to biking, simply fold
the shoulder strap and fix it on the top.
Lateral reflectors and light clip ensure
safety in the dark and in bad weather

conditions (bike light not included). The
Trunk-Bag is available with the ORTLIEB
rack adapter for touring bikes and with
the Snap-it adapter for RACKTIME racks.

PVC
free

Specifications
(ORTLIEB adapter):
volume
feature
weight
dimensions

black with
ORTLIEB adapter
8L
art.no. F8405

red-black with
ORTLIEB adapter
8L
art.no. F8406

black with
SNAP-IT adapter
8L
art.no. F8473

red-black with
SNAP-IT adapter
8L
art.no. F8474

fabric

8 L / 4.9 cu.in.
TIZIP
1080 g / 38.1 oz.
20 x 33 x 18 cm /
7.9 x 13 x 7.1 in. (H x W x D)
PS21R / PS33

Specifications
(SNAP-IT adapter):
weight

700 g/ 24.7 oz.

SEATPOST-BAG
Versatile and lightweight: one simple tool free manoeuvre is all it takes to
fix or remove the waterproof Seatpost-Bag made of PU coated nylon and
Cordura. The integrated mounting allows quick change from bike to bike.
The roll closure with elastics ensures safe closing of the bag and allows
tight packing. The Seatpost-Bag is available in two sizes, the 1.5 litres
version being suitable as additional bag for longer trips, the 4 litres model
might even replace a backpack. Both versions will protect the rider from
splashes and dirt.

IP 64

PVC
free

Further features:
individually adjustable ratchet closure compatible with seat post diameters from 25.4 mm to 34.9 mm (not suitable for carbon
fibre posts) | size M (4 litres): 2 integrated mesh pockets and elastic top strap for fixing additional equipment | 3M Scotchlite
reflector | fixing for rear light | maximum carry weight size S = 1.5 kg size M = 2.5 kg

Versions:

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions

slate-black
1,5 L art.no. F9501
4,0 L art.no. F9521

oceanblue-black
1,5 L art.no. F9502
4,0 L art.no. F9522

lime-black
1,5 L art.no. F9503
4,0 L art.no. F9523

signalred-black
1,5 L art.no. F9504
4,0 L art.no. F9524

fabric

S / 1,5 L / 92 cu.in.
244 g / 8.6 oz.
8 x 26 x 14 cm /
3.1 x 10.2 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C / PS21R

M / 4 L / 244 cu.in.
425 g / 15 oz.
14 x 35 x 15 cm (H x W x D)
5.5 x 13.8 x 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C / PS21R

BIKE / SPORT CYCLING

Versions:

SYSTEM VIDEO

SNAP-IT adapter

ORTLIEB adapter

Further features:
2 outer zippered neoprene pockets (not waterproof) | internal zippered pocket

MICRO

52 53
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07/08-2011

06/2011

If all you need are the bare essentials, then grab the Saddle-Bag Micro and get on your bike. The
roll closure with elastic bungees makes it waterproof. Two screws make for a simple fix. An ultralight
Saddle-Bag with minimal dimensions. With the click closure, it‘s a breeze to quickly add or remove
from under the seat with just one hand. The perfect Saddle-Bag for cyclists looking for minimal
weight.

IP 64

PVC
free

Further features:
lightweight PU-coated nylon fabric | reflector | mounting set e.g. for a second bike (art.no. E97)
separately available

Versions:

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions

T

NEW

1|12

03/2012

10/2011

01/2012

the seat post provides firm and vibrationfree mounting. The waterproof roll closure
features buckles and D-rings for locking
the bag. The mounting set is also availabe
as accessory.

MICRO ICS

Further features:
3M Scotchlite reflector | alternative strap fastening set available as accessory

IP 64

Specifications:

Versions:

volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
slate-black
0,8 L art.no. F9401
1,3 L art.no. F9431
2,7 L art.no. F9461

oceanblue-black
0,8 L art.no. F9402
1,3 L art.no. F9432
2,7 L art.no. F9462

lime-black
0,8 L art.no. F9403
1,3 L art.no. F9433
2,7 L art.no. F9463

signalred-black
0,8 L art.no. F9404
1,3 L art.no. F9434
2,7 L art.no. F9464

volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

fabric

oceanblue-blau
0,6 L art.no. F9656

S / 0,8 L / 49 cu.in.
210 g / 7.4 oz.
9 x 12 x 7/11 cm /
3.5 x 4.7 x 2.8/4.3 cm (H x W x D)
PS21 / PS21R
L / 2,7 L / 165 cu.in.
330 g / 11.6 oz.
10 x 23 x 7/16 cm /
3.9 x 9.1 x 2.8/6.3 cm (H x W x D)
PS21 / PS21R

M / 1,3 L / 79 cu.in.
250 g / 8.8 oz.
9 x 14 x 7/12 cm /
3.5 x 5.5 x 2.8/4.7 cm (H x W x D)
PS21 / PS21R

PVC
free

NEW
Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

0,6 L / 37 cu.in.
140 g / 4.5 oz.
12 x 11 x 8 cm /
4.7 x 4.3 x 3.1 in. (H x W x D)
PS21 / PS21R
slate-black / F965101

For Selle Royal Saddles:
The waterproof and super lightweight Micro ICS
saddlebag was designed for high performance
outings on your racing bike or mountain bike.
The Micro ICS is outfitted for use with the Selle
Royal Integrated Clip System (ICS). This means
that you can quickly and conveniently attach it
to all saddles that are also outfitted for the ICS
system. With a 0.6-liter payload, the Micro ICS
offers plenty of space for a replacement tube, a
repair kit, energy bars and a rain jacket. The roll
closure, with its rubber drawstrings, allows you
to keep the bag especially compact and close to
the saddle. A high luminosity reflector enhances
your safety at dusk and after nightfall.
Advice:
Please refer to www.selleroyal.com for more
information about saddles with the ICS system | The Micro ICS’s tilt is adjustable.

BIKE / SPORT CYCLING

PVC
free

Test

signalred-orange
0,6 L art.no. F9653

Top- roduk
P

EMPFEHLUNG

ORTLIEB’s classic seat bag is available in
three sizes, depending on the type of tour.
The small version with 0.8 L/49 cu.in.
is an excellent fit for road applications,
while the medium is perfect for mountain
bikers. Size L is a true alternative to
carrying a backpack, providing room for
equipment, snacks, extra shells and
tools for long day tours. It tucks in nicely
under the saddle, and often functions as
protector on bikes without fenders.
The additional fixation with Velcro‚ around

IP 64

Produkt
op-

light green-lime
0,6 L art.no. F9652

t

SADDLE-BAG

slate-black
0,6 L art.no. F9651

0,6 L / 37 cu.in.
140 g / 4.5 oz.
12 x 11 x 8 cm /
4.7 x 4.3 x 3.1 in. (H x W x D)
PS21 / PS21R
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NO, ORTLIEB DID NOT
REINVENT THE WHEEL!

BLACK ‘N‘
WHITE LINE

DOWNTOWN QL3 & QL2.1

02/2013

SEE PAGE
"BIKE" | 23

The Downtown is a reliable companion on your tour through the
morning or evening rushhour. The waterproof bike briefcase
provides secure cargo carrying plus reliable protection of files,
documents and laptops up to 15.4“. A hands-free way to carry
your everyday digital and off line essentials, this waterproof bike
briefcase with lid closure can be quickly mounted and taken
off the rack single-handed. It features an extra wide padded
shoulder strap and additional carry handle for comfortable
transport. Edge protectors and base feet on the rear and bottom
ensure optimal protection of the bag. Two large 3M Scotchlite
reflectors and a reflective ORTLIEB logo and handle ensure
safety in the dark and in bad conditions.
Downtown can be mounted on the right or left side of the rack.
The bag is available in two versions: with QL2.1 or QL3 mounting
system. Please find detailed information on mounting systems
on pages „Bike“ | 14.

IP 53

QL3

system

QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

UPDATED

OFFICE BAGS

Versions QL3:

aubergine-black
18 L art.no. F7324

lime-black
18 L art.no. F7325

oceanblue-black
18 L art.no. F7326

lime-black
18 L art.no. F7311

oceanblue-black
18 L art.no. F7313

Versions QL2.1:
aubergine-black
18 L art.no. F7312

Optional accessories:
anti-theft device for QL2.1 | 20mm QL2.1 hooks | QL3 mounting
set | padded Notebook Sleeve

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

18 L / 1098 cu.in.
QL3
1550 g / 54 oz.
36 x 36 x 14 cm /
14.2 x 14.2 x 5.5 cm (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS620C

18 L / 1098 cu.in.
QL2.1
1500 g / 53 oz.
36 x 36 x 14 cm /
14.2 x 14.2 x 5.5 cm (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS620C

BIKE / OFFICE BAGS

But a solution on how to get comfortably to work
by bike with all your necessities. Laptop, files and
documents are stowed away nice and clean, and
hooked onto your rack. Everything will arrive dry and
clean, even when it is raining.

56 57
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BLACK ‘N‘
WHITE LINE

OFFICE-BAG QL3 & QL2.1

SEE PAGE
"BIKE" | 23

The waterproof bike briefcase with roll closure can
be mounted on the right or left side of the rack. It
can be quickly mounted and easily taken off the rack
single-handed. The Office-Bag offers room for two
large DIN A4 files (size L), office supplies, mobile
etc. With the padded Notebook Sleeve (available
as extra accessory) it is a perfect laptop bag (up
to 15.4“). Two large 3M Scotchlite reflectors and
a reflective ORTLIEB logo (except silver version of
PD620 fabric) ensure safety in the dark and in bad
weather conditions. Edge protectors and base feet
on the rear and bottom ensure optimal protection
of the bag. It features a padded shoulder strap
for comfortable transport. The bag is available in
two versions: with QL2.1 or QL3 mounting system.
Please find detailed information on mounting
systems on pages „Bike“ | 14.

QL3

system

QL2.1

system

Anti

scratch

IP 64

PVC
free

Versions QL3:

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
NEW

NEW

fabric
black
21 L art.no. F70721

hazel-black
21 L art.no. F70723

granite-black
21 L art.no. F70724

denim-steel blue
21 L art.no. F70725

hazel-black
21 L art.no. F70705

granite-black
21 L art.no. F70706

denim-steel blue
21 L art.no. F70707

Versions QL2.1:
black
13 L art.no. F71402
21 L No.Art. F70704

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

L /21 L / 1282 cu.in.
QL3
1750 g / 61.8 oz.
30 x 40 x 17 cm /
11.8 x 15.7 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C
M / 13 L / 793 cu.in.
QL2.1
1470 g / 51.9 oz.
30 x 40 x 10 cm /
11.8 x 15.7 x  3.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C

L / 21 L / 1282 cu.in.
QL2.1
1730 g / 61.5 oz.
30 x 40 x 17 cm /
11.8 x 15.7 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C

BIKE / OFFICE BAGS

Optional accessories:
anti-theft device for QL2.1 | 20mm QL2.1 hooks |
QL3 mounting set | padded Notebook Sleeve

NOTEBOOK SLEEVE
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PVC
free

feature
weight
dimensions

10“
150 g / 5.3 oz.
21 x 28,5 x 3,5 cm /
8.3 • 11.2 • 1.4 in. (H x W x D)
inner dimension 18,5 x 25,5 x 3 cm /
7.3 • 10 • 1.2 in. (H x W x D)
fabric
nylon
colour/art.no. black / F8801

13,3“
230 g / 8.1 oz.
24,5 x 33,5 x 3,5 cm /
9.6 • 13.2 • 1.4 (H x W x D)
24 x 33 x 3 cm /
9.4 • 13 • 1.2 in (H x W x D)
nylon
black / F8802

feature
weight
dimensions

17“
320 g / 11.3 oz.
31,5 x 43,5 x 4 cm /
12.4 • 17.1 • 1.6 in. H x W x D)
31 x 43 x 3,5 cm /
12.2 • 16.9 • 1.4 in. (H x W x D)
nylon
black / F8804

15,4“
290 g / 10.2 oz.
28,5 x 38,5 x 4 cm /
11.2 • 15.2 • 1.6 in. (H x W x D)
inner dimension 28 x 38 x 3,5 cm /
11 • 15 • 1.4 in (H x W x D)
fabric
nylon
colour/art.no. black / F8803

Further features:
2 loops for easy removal out of the pocket | vertical and horizontal zipper,
covered on the inside | available in four sizes

SINGLE-BAG QL3
The minimalist Single Bag QL3 is yet another confirmation of the famous
paradox that less is more. Despite being stripped down to the bare
essentials, the Single Bag QL3 is a cut above the rest with its largemouth,
waterproof zipper and its ingeniously simple QL3 rack mounting system
that does away with projecting and cumbersome hooks. This urban bag
is available with the streamlined Tubus Minimal QL3 bike rack that aligns
perfectly to your rear wheel or with the QL3 mounting kit that can be used
with virtually any type of bike rack. With its 12 liter payload, the bag offers
plenty of space for a 13” notebook and all the other gear you’ll need
throughout your workday.

QL3

system

IP 67

NEW

Specifications:

fabric
colour/art.no.

+
SET

PVC
free

volume
feature
weight
dimensions

SINGLE-BAG QL3 +
TUBUS MINIMAL QL3

12 L / 732 cu.in.
QL3
966 g / 34.1 oz.
42 x 31 x 13 cm /
16.5 x 12.2 x 5.1 cm (H x W x D)
PD60
black / F7801

Further features:
two inside compartments | detachable shoulder strap | 3M Scotchlite
reflectors on both sides

Further featuress bike rack:
steel (25CrMo4) | built for
wheel sizes of 26” and 28” |
maximum load: 30 kg | 350g
| black

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

12 L / 732 cu.in.
QL3
1316 g / 46.4
42 x 31 x 13 cm /
16.5 x 12.2 x 5.1 cm (H x W x D)
PD60
black / F78011

BIKE / OFFICE BAGS

Specifications:

Data protection starts with the laptop transport. Therefore, ORTLIEB
developed extra soft sleeves for sensitive hardware. The 10“ version is
designed for all standard tablets and Netbooks. The EVA foam which is
covered with nylon fabric protects from shock, impacts and crashes. The
indispensable transport assistants are just as versatile as the laptop
that they protect. Covered zippers with adjustable and positionable inside
corner pads prevent damage. On the rear side the sleeves have external
organizers with slots and zippered pockets for important accessories like
pens, CDs and USB sticks. The external pocket with folders on the front
offer storage for power cord and other small items.
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VELO-SHOPPER
ORTLIEB’s Velo-Shopper is a spacious 18 litre shopping bag with flap and
magnetic closure made from a specially developed waterproof abrasion
resistant nylon fabric. According to the saying Form follows Function the
magnetic closure is easily opened with one hand. The proven QL2.1 system
securely fixes the bag to the bike. The Velo-Shopper remains stable and
upright thanks to an inner stiffener and base feet. Off the rack a handle
and removable padded shoulder strap are used.

Further features:
zippered inner pocket with pen slot and snap hook for keys
| perfect fit to rack with a diameter up to 16 mm | large 3M
Scotchlite reflectors

UPDATED

QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

IP 53

PVC
free

Optional accessories:
pannier carrying system | anti-theft device for QL2.1 |
20 mm QL2.1 hooks
Versions:

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
slate-black
18 L art.no. F7509

steel blue
18 L art.no. F7510

chili
18 L

art.no. F7511

purple
18 L art.no. F7512

fabric

18 L / 1098 cu.in.
QL2.1
1100 g / 63.5 oz.
40 x 23/32 x 17 cm /
15.7 x 9/12.6 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PS42R / PS33

BIKE / CITY CYCLING

CITY CYCLING

Specifications:

VARIO QL3 & QL2.1
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As its name reveals, Vario is a flexible miracle of space that can be quickly converted
from a convenient bike pannier into a comfortable backpack. The waterproof Vario is
made of tear and abrasion resistant nylon fabric and features a handy roll closure.
It offers space for DIN A4 files and a 15.4” laptop. Vario is available with QL3 or
QL2.1 system for mounting to the rack. The padded carrying system with shoulder
straps and adjustable sternum strap can be easily stowed away in the front pocket,
and quickly and easily fixed to the rear if needed. A bike helmet can be fixed to the
mounting provided on the pack.

UPDATED

BIKE-SHOPPER

QL2.1

Anti

IP 64

Your spacious one-click shopping bag: the Bike-Shopper with
QL2.1 system can be quickly attached to and removed from your
rack. The flexible market and shopping bag remains stable - also
on bumpy roads.
The adjustable carrying straps allow it to be carried comfortably
on your shoulder (adjusted by push buttons) and will not be in
the way during biking. A waterproof Quick-Seal closure provides
protection from rain. Occasional use of ORTLIEB lubricant will
keep the closure running smoothly.

IP 54

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric
steel blue
20 L art.no. F7727

chili
20 L

steel blue
20 L art.no. F7706

chili
20 L

art.no. F7728

moss green
20 L art.no. F7729

art.no. F7707

moss green
20 L art.no. F7708

Versions QL2.1:
black
20 L art.no. F7705

Specifications
(PS33 / PS42R):
20 L / 1220 cu.in.
QL2.1 / PVC free
860 g / 30.3oz.
42 x 23/32 x 17 cm /
16.5 x 9/12.6 x 6.7 in.(H x W x D)
PS42R / PS33

Further features:
internal valuables pocket in size DIN
A4| padded carrying handle | lateral
3M-Scotchlite reflectors

Optional accessories:
anti-theft device | outer pocket | pannier
carrying system

Specifications (PD620):

Advice:
Temperatures below -5°C/23°F may affect
the function of the sealing lip!

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

20 L / 1220 cu.in.
QL3
1370 g / 48.3 oz.
50 x 28 x 20 cm /
19.7 x 11 x 7.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS33

QL3

system

20 L / 1220 cu.in.
QL2.1
1300 g / 45.9 oz.
50 x 28 x 20 cm /
19.7 x 11 x 7.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS33

QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

QL2.1
970 g / 34.2 oz.
PD620
  oz.

Versions (PS33 / PS42R):

slate-black
20 L art.no. F7414

steel blue
20 L art.no. F7415

Versions (PD620):

chili
20 L

art.no. F7416

purple
20 L art.no. F7417

leather black
20 L art.no. F7418

lime-black
20 L art.no. F7419

white-black
20 L art.no. F7420

BIKE / CITY CYCLING

  oz.

feature
weight
fabric

PVC
free

Specifications:

Versions QL3:

black
20 L art.no. F7726

UPDATED

fabric

PVC
free

Optional accessories:
anti-theft device for QL2.1 | 20 mm QL2.1 hooks | QL3 adapter
for i.e. second bike | padded Notebook Sleeve

system scratch

volume
feature
weight
dimensions

Further features:
2 lateral neoprene outer pockets (not waterproof) | waist strap (removable) | inner
pocket | 2 reflectors

CITY-BIKER QL3 & QL2.1
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On the bike or on the shoulder, the City-Biker always
looks good on a tour through town. The vertical style
shoulder bag with closure flap ensures protection of
A4 files and 13.3” laptops. With a reinforced base
and sides the City-Biker is a sturdy and robust bag.
The padded shoulder strap ensures a comfortable
carrying; during biking it is stowed safely on the
flaps inner side. The City Biker is available with the
QL3 or the QL2.1 rack mounting system. Like all
ORTLIEB bike bags, you can easily attach it to or
remove it from your bike rack with a single hand.

QL3

system

QL2.1

system

Anti

scratch

IP 53

PVC
free

UPDATED

Versions QL3:
BLACK ‘N‘
WHITE LINE

Further features:
inner lining with a zippered pocket | carabiner for keys
and 2 pen holders

VELOCITY

SEE PAGE
"BIKE" | 22

black
10 L art.no. F7621

ORTLIEB’s compact messenger bag doubles as an
energetic day-tripper and waterproof commuter pack.
This versatile piece is a favourite with students.
It features an interior pocket with zipper for organizing
small items and a carrying handle. Comfortable:
robust foam back for optimal air circulation.
Stable: bottom is protected by abrasion protectors at
corners and bottom feet. Safety: fixing for bike light
or helmet.

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

20 L / 1220 cu.in.
1010 g / 35.6 oz.
47 x 28 x 15 cm /
18.5 x 11 x 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS490

steel blue
10 L art.no. F7625

moss green
10 L art.no. F7626

purple
10 L art.no. F7627

steel blue
10 L art.no. F7606

moss green
10 L art.no. F7607

purple
10 L art.no. F7608

Versions QL2.1:
black
10 L art.no. F7605

Optional accessories:
Notebook Sleeve 10“ and 13,3“ | anti-theft device
for QL2.1 | 20 mm QL2.1 hooks | QL3-adapter for
i.e. a second bike |

Specifications QL3:

Specifications: QL2.1

volume
feature
weight
dimensions

volume
feature
weight
dimensions

fabric

10 L / 610 cu.in.
QL3
900 g / 31.7 oz.
42 x 32 x 10 cm /
16.5 x 12.6 x 3.9 in. (HxWxD)
PS33

fabric

10 L / 610 cu.in.
QL2.1
800 g / 28.2 oz.
42 x 32 x 10 cm /
16.5 x 12.6 x 3.9 in. (HxWxD)
PS33

IP 64

yellow-black
20 L art.no. R4003

black
20 L art.no. R4005

white-black
20 L art.no. R4006

aubergine-black
20 L art.no. R4008

Versions:

NEW

lime-black
20 L art.no. R4009

oceanblue-black
20 L art.no. R4010

ultramarine-black
20 L art.no. R4011

NEW

asphalt-black
20 L art.no. R4012

BIKE / CITY CYCLING

Versions:

BACK-ROLLER DESIGN
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It brings more colour into your life, daily shopping
and work trips. The fun starts with choosing between
„Parts“, „Flow“ and „Chain” designs, each available
in two different colour combinations. The trendy
rear panniers are made of PD620 and PS490 and
feature a waterproof roll closure and QL2.1 mounting
system. Once taken off the rack, the padded strap
allows a comfortable shoulder carrying. Strong
3M Scotchlite reflectors ensure safety in the dark
and in bad weather conditions. With the ORTLIEB
Travel-Biker or Trunk-Bag they also form a functional
combination on the rear bike rack.

QL2.1

Anti

system scratch

IP 64

PAIR

UPDATED

Versions:

CHAIN
grey-black
40 L art.no. F5460

Further features:
integrated inner pocket | 8, 10 and 12 mm reduction inserts included for
racks up to 16 mm | can also be used individually | easy to clean

PARTS
white-black
40 L art.no. F5462

FLOW
oceanblue-black
40 L art.no. F5464

Advice:
The Back-Roller and Front-Roller (except City-Line models) can be combined with the
ORTLIEB Rack-Pack on the rear rack.

Optional accessories:
pannier carrying system | outer
pocket (size S) | mesh pocket |
bottle cage | 20 mm QL2.1 hooks
CHAIN
black
40 L art.no. F5461

PARTS
lime-black
40 L art.no. F5463

FLOW
orange-black
40 L art.no. F5465

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

40 L / 2441 cu.in. (pair)
QL2.1
1900 g /67.1 oz. (pair)
42 x 23/32 x 17 cm /
16.5 x 9/12.6 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS490

CITY BIKING is a cycling
campaign run by the Climate
Alliance promoting both the
protection of climate and
urban cycling. The campaign
may be organized by all
communities in Germany
throughout a certain promotional period.

www.stadtradeln.de

BIKE / CITY CYCLING

We support:
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BACK- & FRONT-ROLLER CITY

PANNIER CARRYING SYSTEM
winnaar

03/2011

QL1

system

IP 64

PAIR

Can be combined with
all bike panniers featuring edge protectors
(QL1, QL2 and QL2.1).

Versions Back-Roller City:
Specifications:
Further features:
carrying handle | low volume | chest strap |
shoulder straps with reflective thread
red-black
40 L art.no. F5001

black
40 L art.no. F5002

white-black
40 L art.no. F5003

Versions Front-Roller City:
Further features:
suitable for rack diameters up to 16m | 8 mm and 11 mm inserts
included | easy to clean
red-black
25 L art.no. F6001

Optional accessories:
pannier carrying system | outer pocket (size S) | mesh pocket |
bottle cage | shoulder straps | inner pocket Input

To fix the pannier onto the carrying
system, its top loops are hooked into the
pannier’s QL hooks, and the buckles are
threaded into the base edge protectors.

black
25 L art.no. F6002

white-black
25 L art.no. F6003

Specifications · Back-Roller City / Front-Roller City:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

40 L / 2441 cu.in. (pair)
QL1
1520 g /53.6 oz. (pair)
42 x 23/32 x 17 cm /
16.5 x 9/12.6 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS490

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

25 L / 1526 cu.in. (pair)
QL1
1210 g /42.7 oz. (pair)
30 x 25 x 14 cm /
11.8 x 9.8 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS490

weight
fabric
dimensions
colour/art.no.

310 g / 11 oz.
nylon
42 x 28 x 7,5 cm /
16.5 x11 x 3 cm (H x W x D)
grey-black / F34

PVC
free

BIKE / CITY CYCLING

Even without being in the great outdoors, the Front- & BackRoller City give bikers greater flexibility. They can be used on
both sides, on front or rear racks, or as single pannier. Highly
incandescent 3M Scotchlite material reflectors on the panniers’
sides give increased safety in traffic. The affordable basics
can be upgraded with numerous accessories. Both models
are provided with edge protectors having slots for fixing the
ORTLIEB pannier carrying system.

Flexibility by bike and on foot! The
Pannier Carrying System quickly converts
your bike pannier into a backpack. The
thermally moulded foam back pad along
with padded and adjustable shoulder
straps and chest strap guarantee a
comfortable carrying with excellent
ventilation. Low weight, the carrying
system can be easily fixed onto the
pannier when not in use. It’s suitable
for Front- and Back-Rollers, Bike-Packer,
Sport-Packer, Bike-Tourer, Velo-Shopper
and Bike-Shopper.

Bike

ADAPTER FOR REAR BASKET
With a basket on your bike, you can easily bike to the farmer’s
market and shop for fresh fruit, vegetables and flowers. The
adapter for the basket is simply fixed on the bottom of the
basket. In combination with the ORTLIEB rack adapter (optional
accessory) it can also be used together with two panniers with
QL1, QL2 and QL2.1 systems.

ORTLIEB ADAPTER

Specifications:

lockable, for Travel-Biker/TrunkBag with ORTLIEB adapter

weight
fabric
dimensions

PVC
free

OUTER POCKET
Further features:
three fixing points for easy mounting and fixation | release per push button

Optional accessories:
lockable ORTLIEB rack adapter for side panniers with QL1, QL2 or QL2.1
system (art.no. E174).

Specifications:
weight
fabric
dimensions
colour/art.no.

100 g / 3.5 oz.
PA
18 x 11 cm /
7.1 x 4.3 cm (B x D)
black / E160

MESH POCKET

ACCESSORIES

IP 64

Great for storing and airing helmet,
shoes, wet or dry clothing. The lightweight removable mesh pocket can be
fixed to ORTLIEB panniers and other
bags, and folds away when not needed. It
comes with a mounting set for waterproof
fixing to the bag, which allows the pocket
to be taken off while the mounting set
stays on the bag. It is also compatible
with the ORTLIEB Bottle Cage or Outer
Pocket (both products are available as
accessories).

ANTI THEFT DEVICE
The versatile and removable
outer pocket offers space for
important items like tools,
first-aid-kit etc. It features a
roll closure and can be easily
and quickly fixed to the pannier
with a hook-on system. The
little bag may also be carried
directly on the belt. Size S
with reflector is suitable for
all ORTLIEB bike panniers,
size L can be used on larger
backpacks.

PVC
free

colour/art.no.

470 g / 15 oz.
PA / Alu
10 x 23 x 17 cm /
3.9 x 9 x 6.7 in. (H x W x D)
black / E174

PVC
free

A short diversion on foot or a small café
break without baggage is less hassle
now. No problem, the securing cable,
in combination with a cable or U-lock,
reliably prevents bike and motorcycle
panniers with QL2 and QL2.1 mounting
system from being stolen.

Further features:
internal stiffener | including 1 mounting set (additional mounting set available as optional accessory)

Specifications:
weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

150 g / 5.3 oz.
nylon
black / F9121

PVC
free

Further features:
reflector | draw cord

BOTTLE CAGE
It holds your drinking bottle within reach.
The lightweight polyethylene cage easily
mounts to bike panniers, backpacks
or any other bag, and securely holds
standard bottles up to 0.75 L/45 in. It
comes with a mounting set for waterproof
fixing to the bag, which allows the cage
to be taken off while the mounting set
stays on the bag, as it is also compatible
with the ORTLIEB Outer Pocket or Mesh
Pocket (both products are available as
accessories).
PVC
free

Versions:
Further features:
reflective ORTLIEB
logo | folds away
for storing
black
1,8 L art.no. F91S

black
3,2 L art.no. F91L

Specifications:
Specifications:
weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

90 g / 3.2 oz.
PE
black / F9101

volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

S / 1,8 L /110 cu.in.
105 g / 3.7 oz.
20 x 12 x 7.5 cm /
7.9 x 4.7 x 3 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C

Specifications:
L / 3,2 L /195 cu.in.
160 g / 5.6 oz.
22 x 16,5 x 8 cm /
8.7 x 6.5 x 3.1 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C

feature
weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

short
15 g / 0.5 oz.
metal
silver / E124

long
17 g / 0.6 oz.
metal
silver / E125

BIKE / ACCESSORRIES
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Photo: Matthias Ramsel

RECUMBENT BAGS

Photo: Ali Kamran

BACKPACK FOR RECUMBENT BIKES
The large lid allows fast access to the
bag’s contents, and the large reflectors
ensure safety at night, in rain and fog.
The QL2 mounting system allows simple
mounting and detachment with a click.
The removable shoulder strap and padded
handle guarantee comfortable transport
options when taken off the rack.

PAIR

QL2

system

IP 53

Further features:
can be used individually | mesh pocket (not waterproof) |
elastic cord for fixation on the lid | removable bottle holster |
2 shoulder straps
Versions:

Advice:
Due to their length the panniers are
suited for recumbent bikes only.
Specifications:

yellow-black
54 L art.no. FL104

a large TIZIP zipper constitute an optimal
waterproof compartment. Reflectors on
both sides ensure safety at night, in rain or
fog. A hydration system (not included) can
be integrated.

Optional accessories:
Map Case (art.no. F14) | anti-theft-device

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
black
54 L art.no. FL101

The flexible daypack by ORTLIEB is the
right choice for your trip. The padded
shoulder straps of the removable carrying
system plus the handle allow easy carrying.
Fixing straps serve for quick attachment
of the backpack to the recumbent rack
or scooter bike seat. Two outer mesh
pockets allow easy access to small items.
The typical robust ORTLIEB material mix
of PVC-coated polyester and Cordura, and

fabric

54 L / 3295 cu.in. (pair)
QL2
3100 g / 109.4 oz. (pair)
30 x 63 x 19 cm /
11.8 x 24.8 x 7.5 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS620C

IP 67

Further features:
carrying handle | waterproof TIZIP zipper | reflectors | removable carrying system |
fixation straps | outer mesh pockets (both sides) with zipper | passage for hydration
tube at base

Versions:
Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
black
18 L art.no. FL151

yellow-black
18 L art.no. FL154

fabric

18 L / 1098 cu.in.
TIZIP
980 g / 34.6 oz.
44 x 29 x 26 cm /
17.3 x 11.4 x 10.2 cm (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS620C

BIKE / RECUMBENT BAGS

RECUMBENT BAGS

Photo: Ali Kamran
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MESSENGER BAG XL

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

60 L / 3661 cu.in.
2100 g / 74.1 oz.
60 x 44 x 24 cm /
23.6 x 17.3 x 9.4 cm (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS620C
yellow-black / F2251

Messenger bags can’t be large enough
– at least according to professional bike
couriers. No problem for ORTLIEB! In
cooperation with bike messengers in
Nuremberg and Berlin we created a 60 liter
Messenger Bag XL – the king-size version
of courier bags. The spacious backpack
easily takes an A2 folder plus two boxes
of photocopier paper. Mailing tubes can be
fixed with straps to the sides. A zippered
front pocket (not waterproof) offers room
for miscellaneous accessories.
The large flap with strong Velcro provides
quick access. Bulky goods can be securely
fixed to the lid by using the additional
buckles.

The adjustable ergonomic shoulder straps
and the padded carrying system with
ventilation channels ensure top carrying
comfort even when fully loaded. A stable
base construction allows safe placement
of deliveries at their destination. The
sturdy fabric combination of polyester and
Cordura in yellow-black as well as large
reflectors ensure safety in traffic.

Further features:
adjustable lid | compression
straps | wide hip belt

Optional accessories:
internal division | U-lock holster | Cell Phone and Walkie
Talkie-Holster

MESSENGER BAG PRO

IP 64

Smart bike messengers not only carry
messages inside their bags, but also
display them on the outside. Our fullfeatured Messenger Bag Pro has a
professional display surface for additional
advertising. The transparent, waterproof
folder at the back offers space for size
A3 posters. The bag’s internal life has
been designed with insider know-how: the
inner zippered pocket for receipts, maps,
pens etc. is removable by means of push
buttons and can also be attached to the

waist belt. The organizer with subdividers
keeps important documents in order. Fast
access and transport of bulky shipments
is guaranteed by the roll closure with
extra long Velcro. Security ranks high
when biking all day long in city traffic:
the Messenger Bag Pro is kitted out with
large sized reflectors.

Further features:
carrying handle | strap fixation | foam
back with improved ventilation | protected
base by means of edge protectors and
bottom feet

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

30 L / 1831 cu.in.
1950 g / 67 oz.
50 x 39 x 15.5 cm
19.7 x 15.4 x 6.1 cm (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS620C
black / F2201

BIKE / MESSENGER BAGS

MESSENGER BAGS

IP 53

MESSENGER BAG ACCESSORIES

Bike

U-LOCK HOLSTER

CELL PHONE- /
WALKIE-TALKIE-HOLSTER

Specifications:

Specifications:

weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

model
weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

60 g / 2.1 oz.
nylon
black / F32B

Keeps your bike lock quickly at hand. The padded holder is
looped onto the waist belt and holds all common U-locks. Fits
onto numerous ORTLIEB products.

DOCUMENT COMPARTMENT
A3 FOR MESSENGER BAG XL
Specifications:
weight
fabric
dimensions
colour/art.no.

MESSENGER BAG

DOCUMENT COMPARTMENT
FOR MESSENGER BAG XL

Optional accessories:
Velcro extension | internal division A3 | organizer (stable document folder) | Inner Pocket or Waist Strap Pocket with folders
for pens, map, receipts etc. (not waterproof)

weight
fabric
dimensions

fabric

black
30 L art.no. F2305

30 L / 1831 cu.in.
1300 g / 45.9 oz.
50 x 39 x 15.5 cm
19.7 x 15.4 x 6.1 cm (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS620C

white-black
30 L art.no. F2306

colour/art.no.

180 g / 6.4 oz.
nylon / PE
25 x 37/32 cm /
9.8 x 14.6/12.6 in. (H x W)
grey / F32D

The organizer keeps documents tidy and protected inside your
courier bag. One size A4 folder, 2 small pockets and 2 pen
slots help to keep everything in place. The organizer is fixed to
the back panel by push buttoms, and can also be combined
with the ORTLIEB Waist Strap Pocket.

VELCRO EXTENSION
For Messenger Bag Pro,
Messenger Bag and Velocity, for more packing volume.

Specifications:
fabric
colour/art.no.

nylon
black / E46

WAIST STRAP POCKET
Year of company founding
Used ORTLIEB since
Kilometers ridden per year
Mission statement

NEW

red-black
30 L art.no. F2304

Specifications:
weight
fabric
dimensions

Optional accessories for Messenger Bag XL: 2 polyethelene
divisions, flexible, elasticated cord for fixing inside the bag.

Versions:

orange-black
30 L art.no. F2303

520 g /18.3 oz.
PE
53 x 34 x1,5 cm /
20.1 x 13.4 x 0.6 in. (H x W x D)
black / F32A

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions

yellow-black
30 L art.no. F2302

ORGANIZER FOR
MESSENGER BAGS

Specifications:

colour/art.no.

Further features:
carry handle | base with corner protection
| base feet

Walkie-Talkie-Holster
50 g / 1.8 oz.
nylon
black / F32F

This cell phone case adapts to any phone size. It is simply
looped onto the shoulder strap (50 mm width). The Velcro top
closure secures your mobile and allows quick access. Perfect fit
to Messenger Bag, Messenger Bag Pro, Velocity and numerous
other ORTLIEB products.

Accessory for messenger bag, two PE folders, helps organising
and keeping things tidy. Not waterproof!

ORTLIEB’s robust classic Messenger Bag is proportioned to
carry loads without ever weighing you down: the Velcro flap seals
everything secure and allows flexible packing height and quick
access to A4 folders in its 30 L main compartment while the
ventilated foam back, chest strap and padded shoulder straps keep
everything stable. Large reflectors on sides and shoulder straps
contribute to safety in bad weather conditions, dusk and dawn.

IP 64

340 g / 12 oz.
PE
50 x 36 cm /
19.7 x 14.2 in. (H x W)
black / F32C

Cell Phone Holster
40 g / 1.4 oz.
nylon
black / F32H

oceanblue-black
30 L art.no. F2307
Photo: CTS

1989
1990
150.000
“Providing comprehensive logistics services is our specialty.
We’re committed to finding the fastest way, whether the
transport is just around the corner, across Germany, or to other
destinations throughout Europe and the rest of the world.”

Website

www.cts-gmbh.com

Endorsement

“We have valued ORTLIEB as a reliable supplier of courier bags for
more than 25 years, especially when it comes to innovation and
product development. We also use ORTLIEB products as private
individuals, for our many outdoor activities.”

Specifications:
weight
fabric
dimensions
colour/art.no.

90 g / 3.2 oz.
nylon
24 x 22 cm /
9.4 x 8.7 in. (H x W)
grey / F32G

The ideal storage place for receipts, map, pens, keys and
wallet. The waist strap pocket can either be buttoned into the
Messenger Bag or looped onto the waist strap or belt to keep
your personal accessories at-the-ready. It can be combined with
the ORTLIEB Messenger Bag and Organizer.

BIKE / MESSENGER BAGS
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PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT
As one of the very first outdoor equipment companies, we remain
committed to a holistic, ecological world view. It is especially
important to us, for instance, to take a considerate and
respectful approach to nature. This is why we are continuously
on the uptake for ways of minimizing our carbon footprint. Most
of the materials we use are manufactured in Germany. This
makes for shorter transport distances, speedier delivery times
and reduced carbon emissions. Our production processes are
also geared to resource conservation and the use of renewable
sources of energy, with our own photovoltaic installation covering
one-third of our overall energy needs. Moreover, ORTLIEB
documents – such as the catalogue you’re now holding in
your hand – are printed and sent on FSC-certified paper in an
environmentally sustainable and climate neutral manner.
Photo: Nürnberg Luftbild, Hajo Dietz

ENVIRONMENTAL AND
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
No matter what their language, people around the world have
come to associate the name ORTLIEB with high quality outdoor
equipment that is waterproof and made to last. Although our
outdoor bags are in action throughout the world, we remain
committed to our local community when it comes to product
development and production. “Made in Germany” is a part

of our brand promise. It stands for high quality, regional
jobs, environmentally sustainable production and a human
resources culture of mutual respect. At ORTLIEB, sustainability
is a commitment to excellent craftsmanship and consistent
environmental and social responsibility.

APPRECIATING
PEOPLE
“Made in Germany” is more than a seal of
quality for us. At our headquarters in Heilsbronn,
Germany, we are committed to securing jobs and
strengthening the regional economy for the long
term. We are proud of a human resources culture
that is characterized by honesty, mutual respect
and flat hierarchies. We encourage self-reliant and
responsible approaches to job performance. This
commitment gives rise to long-term bonds and the
best ideas. It is essentially the secret to ORTLIEB’s
success. Long-standing employees offer our
enterprise a wealth of knowledge and experience.
We all reach the summit when this valuable
knowledge and experience flow into the development
of your outdoor equipment.

Photo: Rudi Ott

Photo: Fabian Birke

Photo: Rudi Ott

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

SECURING QUALITY
Waterproof ORTLIEB bags are developed and manufactured
exclusively at the company’s production facility in Heilsbronn,
Germany. This arrangement allows us to effectively maintain
and continuously improve our high standards of quality so as
to secure our capacity to make long-lasting products. The fact
that our service unit has received products that were in need
of repair – for the first time – after 20 years of use is a source

of pride for us. Our aim is to effectively conserve resources
while at the same time ensuring your long-term satisfaction
with ORTLIEB products. This comes with a watertight promise:
we offer a 5-year guarantee on all of our materials and
workmanship, and we guarantee that replacement parts will
remain available for all of our products for a period of at least
10 years after any given article has been phased out.

We are committed to making a contribution to both the economic and the social
vitality of our region. In the interest of securing the region’s social vitality, we make
financial and material donations to non-profit organizations, such as the Heilsbronn
Citizens Foundation, that work to improve the lives of underprivileged and vulnerable
individuals. However, in fulfilling our corporate social responsibility, we at ORTLIEB
also include a healthy measure of pragmatism. For instance, as one of the pioneers
of the waterproof bike bag, we actively promote bicycle-centered initiatives. We also
support initiatives, associations and organizations that encourage people to make a
contribution to climate protection. We also join forces with other enterprises in the
outdoor industry to help promote environmental protection. One example of this is
ORTLIEB’s membership in the European Outdoor Conservation Association (EOCA),
which raises funds for conservation projects throughout the world.

Bike

SPARE PARTS & MATERIAL
SPARE PARTS BIKE

Bicycle Panniers with QL1 system (models up to 1998,
and Classic from 1999)

art.no.

Bicycle Panniers with QL2.1-System

art.no.

1 QL1 rail long (5 holes) with mounting screws, w/o hooks
for Back-Roller, Bike-Packer, Office-Bag up to 2006

E106

2 QL2.1 hooks with handle, 16 mm, with inserts for 8, 10 and 12 mm
for all QL2.1 and QL2 models

E192

1 QL1 rail long (4 holes) with mounting screws, w/o hooks
for Back-Roller, Bike-Packer, Office-Bag from 2007

E169

2 QL2.1 hooks with handle, 20 mm, (no inserts adaptable)
for all QL2.1 and QL2 models

E193

1 QL1 rail short with mounting screws, w/o hooks
for Front-Roller, Sport-Packer

E170

QL2.1 Lower anchoring hook , 1 piece, incl. mounting screws
for all QL2.1 models

E194

2 QL1 hooks with handle, 16 mm, 2 QL1 hooks with handle, 16 mm,
from model 1993

E162

Inserts for QL2.1 hooks (for 1 bag: 2x8mm and 2x10mm, 2x12mm)
for all QL2.1 models

E197

Anchoring hook, 10 mm with lower rail, incl. mounting screws
from model 1996

E109

Curved rail for lower QL2.1 mounting system, 1 pc., incl. mounting screws
for all QL2.1 models

E198

Anchoring hook, 16 mm with lower rail, incl. mounting screws
from model 1996

E110

Security device for QL2 and QL2.1 panniers (please see QL2 spare parts)

Curved rail for lower QL1 mounting system, 1 pc., incl. mounting screws
from model 2010

E176

QL1 anchoring hook, 1 pc., incl. mounting screws
from model 2010

E177

QL1 screw set f. 4 and 5holes-rail (5 screws)
from model ’93

long:
short:

E125
E124

Bicycle Panniers with QL3 system (models from 2011)

art.no.

Mounting set QL3 for rear rack up to 10mm tube diameter (for 1 bag)
for all QL3 models

E175

E10
E12

QL3 clamp for fixation (1 pair); for 11-14mm 10mm tube diameter
for all QL3 models

E190

Anchoring for panniers all models

Ultimate handlebar bags

art.no.

Bicycle Panniers with QL2 system (models from 1999)

art.no.
E156

Mounting set for Ultimate6 , Barista, Velo-Pocket
from model 2013

E185

2 QL2 hooks with handle, 16mm with inserts, 8 and 10mm for one bag
all models with QL2 system

Mounting set for Ultimate6 Pro E

E196

Security device for QL2 and QL2.1 panniers; long:
for Back-Roller, Bike-Packer, Bike-Tourer, 		
Office-Bag, Downtown, Velo-Shopper, Recumbentbags, Bike-Shopper, MOTO side bag (from ‘12)

E125
Mounting set for Ultimate5 (also 2-4)
from model 1996

E164

Security device for QL2 and QL2.1 panniers; short:
for Front-Roller, Sport-Packer, Vario QL2,
City-Biker QL2, Motorcycle side bag (up to ‘11)

E124

Longer mounting cable for E 164 an E 185, also suitable
for curved handlebars (stringlength: 105cm)

E165

Elastic strap with hook for Vario QL2

E173

Mounting cable (sparepart) for Ultimate4,5 & 6 mounting set; length: 105 cm

E167

Map Case for Ultimate3-5 (press buttonfixation)
GPS-Cover for Ultimate2-5 (press buttonfixation)

F14
portrait format
landscape format

D251
D252

Bicycle Panniers with QL1 / QL2 system

art.no.

Inserts for QL1 or QL2 hooks (for 1 bag: 2x8mm and 2x11mm)
all models with QL2 and QL1 from 2005

E166

Inner pocket Ultimate3-4 M, L
from model 1999-2006

Lower QL2 anchoring hook 16 mm (1 piece incl. screws)
all models with QL2 and QL1 from 2007

E143

Internal divider for Ultimate2-4

Elliptical rail for lower anchoring hook (1 piece incl. screws)
all models with QL2 or QL1 from 2007

E144

Shoulder strap Ultimate3-6 M, L (length: 120cm)
from model 1999

E115

Abrasion protection for racks (4 pcs)

E184

Shoulder strap Ultimate2-6 Compact (length: 120cm)

E119

Shoulder strap 80 cm, 25 mm for Back-Roller and Front-Roller from 1999
with male and female housing „Stealth“

E116

Shoulder strap Ultimate2, 120 cm with 2 buckles
from model 1996

E95

Shoulder strap 80 cm with male and female housing
for Back-Roller and Front-Roller up to model 1998

E23

Shoulder strap 160cm, with 2 snap hooks
for camera bags, First-Aid-Kits and Ultimate1

E16

Shoulder strap 150 cm with snap hook
Back-Roller/Front-Roller City, Bike-Packer, Sport-Packer, Bike-Tourer from 2009

E172

In-Put - inner pocket for panniers
for Back-Roller, Front-Roller, Bike-Packer, Sport-Packer up to model 2006

F39

E141
size M
size L

F3901
F3902

BIKE / SPARE PARTS & MATERIALS
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Photos if not otherwise stated:
Main photo shoot 2014 (USA Oregon):
Russ Roca · www.pathlesspedaled.com
other photo shoots (UK/Canada):
Lars Schneider · www.larsschneider.com
Alps: Wolfgang Ehn · www.wolfgang-ehn.de
Motorbike: Peter Lintner · www.peterlintner.de

Buckles

art.no.

”Stealth” buckles with strap for Office-Bag (to sew on), 1 pcs
from model 1999

E178

”Stealth” buckles for Rack-Pack 25 mm; female housing with opening, 2 pcs. for the combination of Rack-Packs (mod.
up to ‘99) with Roller-bags (from 1999)

E135

”Stealth” Closure for Back-Roller/Front-Roller, (1 pair)

E186

Buckle „Mojave“ 25 mm, 1 pair (male and female)
all models up to 1998

E51

„Stealth“ buckles 25 mm, 1 pair (male and female)
from model 1999

E146

Repair buckles „Stealth“ 25 mm, male and female with opening mechanism,
2 pieces

E187

Repair buckles „Stealth“ 25 mm, male housing with opening and female with opening mechanism,
2 pairs

E117

Buckle 50 mm
male and female housing for Messenger Bag, Packman Pro, Velocity

E147

Buckle 40 mm for Bike-Tourer

E200

C rings (4 pcs.)

E149

Other bags

art.no.

1 pair anchoring rails for one outer pocket (single bag)
from model 2001

E150

Adapter for Bike-Box, Travel-Biker, Shuttle models, Office-Bag2, Trunk-Bag (with ORTLIEB adapter)
from model 6/2004

E174

Wide frame (185mm) for adapter E174

E199

Padded shoulder strap for Travel-Biker
all models up to 2009

E133

Shoulder strap for Bike-Box, Velo-Shopper, Bike-Tourer 1 pc. (no pad)

E119

Padded strap with snap hook
(universal strap for Downtown, Office-Bag, Rack-Pack, Bike-Tourer), length 150 cm

E33

Shoulder pad, removable, 1 piece
for all shoulder-straps up to 50mm width

E171

Velcro extension (for Messenger Bag and Velocity )

E46

Lubricant for TIZIP-zipper contents 7,5 g, 1 piece

E134

Mounting set for Saddle-Bag and all Micro models , 1 Set

E97

Fastening straps for Saddle-Bag, 1 set
from model ‘98

F96E

Universal screw set (12 bolts, 12 plastic nuts)
for screwed bags or to replace rivets

E102

Repair Set

art.no.

Repair set for all ORTLIEB fabrics transparent
(PU and PVC) incl. glue

E163

© by ORTLIEB Sportartikel GmbH
Rainstraße 6 · D-91560
Heilsbronn, Germany

The primary aim of the climate protection project in Brazil is to
reintroduce more than 50 native tree species to abandoned and
overused pastureland. This reforestation effectively restores
important habitats for plants and animals, and thereby serves
to protect the natural ecosystem in one of the most species-rich
regions of the world. However, the project has also distinguished
itself in terms of its social impact. New jobs have been created for
the native population, and people’s awareness of the necessity of
climate protection has been raised.

All rights reserved.
All specifications subject to
change without notice.
Printed in Germany.

ID 2014-701179

OUTDOOR
Wanderlust is something that adventurers, world travelers and
outdoor sports enthusiasts have in common. A desire to break
out of comfort zones, leave daily routines behind and experience
nature and faraway places. All such undertakings require reliable
equipment that is lightweight, durable, dustproof and waterproof.
Winner of the OutDoor INDUSTRY AWARD 2014, our latest development in the outdoor sector, the Duffle RS travel and expedition bag, meets these demands while also offering a high degree
of travel comfort thanks its unique roller system. This extremely

TABLE OF CONTENTS
durable bag also distinguishes itself in terms of an outstanding
payload-to-weight ratio, which makes it ideal for long-distance
journeys. Like all of our waterproof products, the Duffle RS is manufactured at our production facility in Heilsbronn, Germany. This
allows us to guarantee high quality and maintain our commitment
to ensuring the reliability of ORTLIEB equipment no matter what
the weather and no matter what your mission.
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ELEVATION PRO

10/2014

The German Alpine
Association’s mountaineering school is run by the
enterprise known as the
DAV Summit Club GmbH.
The enterprise is also active
as a specialist tour operator
for mountaineering and
cultural adventures around
the world.

www.dav-summit-club.de

PVC
free

Light weight, clean design, sturdy fabric: ORTLIEB’s newest
model, the innovative alpine and mountaineering backpack
Elevation Pro, reliable for rock and ice. It is entirely designed
for functionality under most extreme conditions. The proven roll
closure underneath the flap and the external flap compartment
guarantee a high IP rating with regards to being waterproof and
dustproof. The external waterproof zipper allows easy access
to gear stored inside the lid. There are numerous fixing options
for equipment: daisychains, waterproof flap compartment,
preparation for hydration system, helmet fixing, base loops
for crampons, gear loops for trekking poles and ice axe,
compression straps suitable for transporting skis or rope.

The contact back system with ventilation channels and
anatomically shaped shoulder straps ensure high carrying
comfort. The shoulder straps are adjustable and the adjustable
chest strap ensures perfect individual fit. Waist straps with gear
loops are removable and feature two zippered pockets. The
Elevation Pro is available in two capacities: 32 and 42 litres.

Further features:
Abrasion and tear - resistant nylon fabric PS42R | Adjustable
elasticated sternum strap with emergency whistle | Inner pocket
for optional hydration system with two sleeves, one zippered

Optional accessories:
Waterproof outer pockets | Bottle Cage | Mesh Pocket | Pad for
compressions straps

THOMAS SCHERZER

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

32 L / 1953 cu.in.
1365 g / 48.1 oz.
60 x 31 x 30 cm /
23.6 x 12.2 x 11.8 in. (H x W x D)
PS42R
oceanblue / R5801

Age
Mountain guide since
Sports
Biggest challenge
Highest mountain climbed
Website

42 L / 2563 cu.in.
1394 g / 49.2 oz.
70 x 32 x 31 cm /
27.6 x 12.6 x 12.2 in. (H x W x D)
PS42R
oceanblue / R5851

Endorsement

Photo: Thomas Scherzer
DAV Summit Club

35
2008
Mountaineering
“Bringing my clients and myself back to
basecamp safe and sound.”
Satopanth 7075m / India
www.alpinschule-chiemgau.de
“Efficient and robust – made in Germany!
Waterproof products without the gimmicks,
but with everything that makes a difference.”

OUTDOOR / TREKKING

TREKKING

IP 64
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Photo: Jacopo Bufacchi

Photo: Jacopo Bufacchi

ELEVATION
The waterproof backpack with lid closure is the right choice
for mountaineering and alpine use. The compact pack is made
of tear and abrasion resistant nylon fabric, a real gem when it
comes to space and carrying your equipment. Stuff that can
get wet and must be quick at hand, like e.g. an ice axe, can be
stored outside.

The air channel contact back system and the anatomically
shaped adjustable shoulder and chest straps ensure high
carrying comfort on extended trips. The pack is available in two
sizes: 32 and 42 litres.

IP 54

PVC
free

Versions:

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

First-Aid-Kits for sector
Trekking page "Outdoor"|60

volume
weight
dimensions
slate
32 L
42 L

art.no. R5701
art.no. R5751

signalred
32 L art.no. R5703
42 L art.no. R5753

fabric

32 L / 1953 cu.in.
1280 g / 45.2 oz.
62 x 31 x 30 cm /
24.4 x 12.2 x 11.8 in. (H x W x D)
PS42R
42 L / 2563 cu.in.
1310 g / 46.2 oz.
72 x 32 x 31 cm /
28.3 x 12.6 x 12.2 in. (H x W x D)
PS42R

Optional accessories:
Outer Pockets | Bottle Cage |
Mesh Pocket | Pad for looping onto
compression straps

OUTDOOR / TREKKING

Further features:
Reinforced abrasion resistant base with strap slots | Attachment loops | Multifunctional compression straps | Daisychain, axe and poles
loops | Helmet carrying system | Chest strap with emergency whistle | Removable hip strap with zip pockets and gear racks | Inner
pocket with two compartments, one zippered | Hydration tube aperture

Outdoor

TRACK

04/2013

IP 64

This outdoor pack will take up lots of gear for
extended tours. The waterproof backpack with roll
closure is made of tear and abrasion resistant nylon
fabric; it is compact and ergonomic. Two daisychains
on the waterproof front pocket plus outer pockets
(not waterproof) on the sides for water bottles

PVC
free

etc., and trekking pole attachments turn it into a
transport talent. A lightweight carrying system with
adjustable distance mesh allows air circulation. The
backpack is comfortable to carry, with adjustable
chest, waist and shoulder straps.

Further features:
Lightweight stainless steel frame | Internal A4 organizer | Valuables pocket | Carrying handle | Hydration tube
aperture (up to 10.5 mm) for optional hydration system

Versions:

NEW

oceanblue-steel blue
27 L art.no. R5216
35 L art.no. R5316

NEW

signalred-chili
27 L art.no. R5217
35 L art.no. R5317

slate-black
27 L art.no. R5218
35 L art.no. R5318

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

27 L / 1648 cu.in.
1520 g / 53.6 oz.
53 x 28 x 21 cm /
20.8 x 11 x 8.3 in. (H x W x D)
PS33 / PS42R
cu

35 L / 2136 cu.in.
1550 g / 54.7 oz.
58 x 28 x 22 cm /
22.8 x 11 x 8.7 in. (H x W x D)
PS33 / PS42R

OUTDOOR / TREKKING
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IP 64

Versions:

NEW

slate-black
3L
art.no. R1013
5L
art.no. R1033

PACKMAN PRO2

05/2014

04/2012

03/2012

04/2012

A real favourite for weekend explorations. Whether you are
hiking or biking, the robust daypack Packman Pro2 is your
best choice. With its padded harness system and waist strap
it offers adjustability and excellent ventilation in combination
with carrying comfort and perfect fit. The stowaway helmet
flap requires little space inside a concealed front pocket. The
waterproof Packman Pro2 further features a roll closure with
compression straps for packing and compressed volume. Other
features include an integrated pocket for an optional hydration
system (not included), and two lateral reflectors for visibility at
night and in bad weather conditions.

NEW

oceanblue-steel blue
3L
art.no. R1015
5L
art.no. R1035

lime-moss green
3L
art.no. R1016
5L
art.no. R1036

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

M / 3 L / 183 cu.in.
470 g / 16.6 oz.
22 x 25 x 6 cm /
8.7 x 9.8 x 2.4 in. (H x W x D)
PS21 / PS33

PVC
free

You want freedom without limitations. The ergonomic
interpretation of a day pack is called Hip-Pack2. The waterproof
waistpack with padded and individually adjustable carrying
system and breathable hip pads allows freedom of movement
during all outdoor activities or extended sightseeing tours.
An extra wide waist strap offers great comfort; the pack may
also be carried in the front. The smart system offers space
for your essentials from rain jacket to camera, and is super
light weight. In addition to the elastic front pocket there are
two zippered mesh pockets (not waterproof) and a removable
valuables pocket. Two further lateral pockets are provided with
a draw cord, e.g. for bottles.

L / 5 L / 305 cu.in.
490 g / 17.3 oz.
23 x 28 x 7 cm /
9 x 11 x 2.8 in. (H x W x D)
PS21 / PS33

Further features:
Roll closure | Compression straps | Carrying handle | Fixing for rear
light

UPDATED

BIKE
BACKPACKS

SEE PAGE
"BIKE" | 44

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

Versions:

black
20 L art.no. R3206

chili
20 L

art.no. R3207

steel blue
20 L art.no. R3208

lime
20 L

art.no. R3209

purple
20 L art.no. R3210

moss green
20 L art.no. R3211

20 L / 1221 cu.in.
1020 g / 36 oz.
47 x 28 x 15 cm /
18.5 x 11 x 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS33

OUTDOOR / TREKKING

IP 64

Further features:
Elastic zippered front organizer
pocket (not waterproof!) |
Interior zippered valuables
pocket | Waterproof aperture
for hydration tube (tube not
included) | Carrying handle |
Helmet fixing | Fixing for bike
light (not included)

PVC
free
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BIG-ZIP

Photo: mc-productions.de

IP 67

Photo: mc-productions.de

Further features:
Easy access with long zipper | D-rings for fixing and securing |
Tough patches | Padded carrying handles | Easy to clean

Versions:

Specifications:

NEW

black
140 L art.no. K1301

orange
140 L art.no. K1302

sunyellow
140 L art.no. K1304

volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

OUTDOOR / EXPEDITION

EXPEDITION

Active explorers require heavy duty equipment that can easily
handle intensive and continuous use. Big Zip is made of tough
welded fabric PD900 with waterproof TIZIP, and offers reliable
protection for baggage transport on airline, train, rafts or
trekking tours. With a mammoth 140 litres of storage space
it will hold everything you need for a long expedition. Big-Zip
may be carried on the back with its extra wide padded carrying
straps. Padded carry handles on both ends allow portaging
by two people. Internal compression straps will keep your
equipment in place. Proportioned to carry loads and to keep
them waterproof.

140 L / 8544 cu.in.
TIZIP
1950 g / 68.8 oz.
30 x 92 x 50 cm /
11.8 x 36.2 x 19.7 in. (H x W x D)
PD900

Photo: mc-productions.de

Photo: mc-productions.de

X-PLORER

14 15
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IP 64

This stuff sack is the perfect choice for
canyoning, climbing or caving. It is also a
favourite luggage piece on motorcycles. The
combination of rucksack and dry bag is by
far lighter than a conventional backpack with
carrying system. It is available in two sizes,
and when empty, it can be rolled into a flat
little package.
Photo: S tephen Ashworth

Versions:
Photo: S tephen Ashworth

Further features:
D-rings at the closure | Handle
and bottom loop for tying,
locking, hauling or fixing a carabiner | Carrying handle | Easy
to clean

Specifications:
red
35 L
59 L

art.no. K97HM
art.no. K97HL

blue
35 L
59 L

art.no. K97BM
art.no. K97BL

sunyellow-black
35 L art.no. K9701
59 L art.no. K9751

volume
weight
height
circumference
diameter
fabric

35 L / 2136 cu.in.
640 g / 22.6 oz.
60 cm / 23.6 in.
83 cm / 32.7 in.
27 cm / 10.6 in.
PD620 / PS490

59 L / 3600 cu.in.
790 g / 27.9 oz.
70 cm / 27.6 in.
96 cm / 37.8 in.
31 cm / 12.2 in.
PD620 / PS490

X-TREMER

TRANSPORTER

IP 64

IP 53

Further features:
Lid with Cordura folding
protection | Loops for fixing
gear and rear light (not
included) | Carry handle | Inner
pocket

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

49 L / 2990 cu.in.
1250 g / 44.1 oz.
50 x 39 x 23 cm /
19.7 x 15.4 x 9.1 in. (H x W x D)
PD620

Further features:
Three D-rings for fixing
and locking e.g. with a
padlock | Bottom loop
for hauling and fixing |
Easy to clean

There are three things that you need for a new adventure: a little bit
of courage, optimal equipment and the sturdy X-Tremer. Whether
you choose size XL or XXL, both sizes are huge, and true alternatives
to rigid boxes and bulky barrels. Also suitable as protective cover
for luggage. And when empty, they are easy to fold flat into a little
package.
Versions:

Versions:

black
49 L art.no. R1601

Specifications:

red
49 L

art.no. R1602

orange
49 L art.no. R1603

red - black
109 L art.no. K90
130 L art.no. K91

black
109 L art.no. K951
130 L art.no. K961

sunyellow - black
109 L art.no. K952
130 L art.no. K962

volume
weight
height
circumference
diameter
fabric

XL / 109 L / 6652 cu.in.
1150 g / 40.6 oz.
92 cm / 36.2 in.
122 cm / 48 in.
39 cm / 15.4 in.
PD620 / PS620C

volume
weight
height
width
depth
fabric

XXL / 130 L / 7933 cu.in.
1320 g / 46.6 oz.
92 cm / 36.2 in.
50 cm / 19.7 in.
30 cm / 11.8 in.
PD620 / PS620C

OUTDOOR / EXPEDITION

The Transporter is designed for large stuff. The durable, waterproof
all-round backpack made of coated polyester and Cordura takes up
even huge bulky goods. With the adjustable lid, the reinforced base
and external compression straps it is predestined for numerous
transport jobs in tough environments. The contoured shoulder straps
guarantee carrying comfort.
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DRY BAG PS490 / PS490 WITH VALVE

DRY BAG PD350 / PD350 WITH VALVE

Outdoor

IP 64

Versions:

DRYBAGS

black-grey
13 L art.no. K5351
22 L art.no. K5451
35 L art.no. K5551
59 L art.no. K5651
79 L art.no. K5751
109 L art.no. K5851

Proven on tracks and trails around the world, PS490
dry bags are versatile and durable. Made with one
of ORTLIEB’s strongest heavy-duty fabrics, they can
withstand just about anything. They feature a roll-down
closure with stiffener bar, a tough base that makes
packing easier than ever, and D-rings for securing
inside a boat or on top of a luggage rack.

black-red
13 L art.no. K5352
22 L art.no. K5452
35 L art.no. K5552
59 L art.no. K5652
79 L art.no. K5752
109 L art.no. K5852

Version with
valve:

Versions:

black-lime
13 L art.no. K5303
22 L art.no. K5403
35 L art.no. K5503
59 L art.no. K5603
79 L art.no. K5703
109 L art.no. K5803

black-slate
5L
art.no. K4051
7L
art.no. K4151
10 L art.no. K4351
13 L art.no. K4451
22 L art.no. K4551
35 L art.no. K4651
59 L art.no. K4751
79 L art.no. K4851
109 L art.no. K4951

The PS490 bags are designed for extreme
applications and are even used as haul sacs. All sizes
59 litres and above feature additional side handles.
The model in black-lime has a valve for deflation and
easier packing.

Version with
valve:

cranberry-signalred
5L
art.no. K4052
7L
art.no. K4152
10 L art.no. K4352
13 L art.no. K4452
22 L art.no. K4552
35 L art.no. K4652
59 L art.no. K4752
79 L art.no. K4852
109 L art.no. K4952

olive-lime
5L
art.no. K4003
7L
art.no. K4103
10 L art.no. K4303
13 L art.no. K4403
22 L art.no. K4503
35 L art.no. K4603
59 L art.no. K4703
79 L art.no. K4803
109 L art.no. K4903

PD350 dry bags are fully featured and great value. Proven roll closure and single
stiffener bar ensure absolute waterproofness, protection and optimal packing volume.
A reinforced base provides stability and easier loading. The models in colour lime
feature a valve for deflating and compressing. Available in various sizes to suit all needs.

Further features for both models:
Buckles with two D-rings for securing or
locking | Base loop for fixing or holding
during unpacking | Easy to clean inside
Advice:
Closure of PD350 and PS490 dry bags must
be rolled at least 3-4 times. Please add 1520 cm/5-8 in. for the total length.

Specifications:
volume
weight
height
circumference
diameter
fabric

13 L/793 cu.in.
290 g/10.2 oz.
42 cm/16.5 in.
60 cm/23.6 in.
19 cm/7.5 in.
PS490/PD620

Specifications:
22 L/1343 cu.in.
370 g/13.0 oz.
52 cm/20.5 in.
70 cm/27.6 in.
22 cm/8.7 in.
PS490/PD620

35 L/2136 cu.
450 g/15.9 oz.
60 cm/23.6 in.
83 cm/32.7 in.
27.5m/10.8 in.
PS490/PD620

59 L/3600 cu.
640 g/22.6 oz.
70 cm/27.6 in.
96 cm/37.8 in.
31 cm/12.2 in.
PS490/PD620

79 L/4821 cu.
750 g/26.5 oz.
75 cm/29.5 in.
107 cm/42.1 in.
34 cm/13.4 in.
PS490/PD620

109 L/6652 cu.
900 g/31.7 oz.
80 cm/31.5 in.
122 cm/48.0 in.
39 cm/15.4 in.
PS490/PD620

volume
weight
height
circumference
diameter
fabric

5 L/305 cu.in.
150 g/5.3 oz.
20 cm/7.9 in.
60 cm/23.6 in.
19 cm/7.5 in.
PD350

7 L/427 cu.in.
160 g/5.6 oz.
25 cm/9.8 in.
60 cm/23.6 in.
19 cm/7.5 in.
PD350

10 L/610 cu.in.
190 g/6.7 oz.
34 cm/13.4 in.
60 cm/23.6 in.
19 cm/7.5 in.
PD350

13 L/793 cu.in.
220 g/7.8 oz.
42 cm/16.5 in.
60 cm/23.6 in.
19 cm/7.5 in.
PD350

22 L/1343 cu.in.
290 g/10.2 oz.
52 cm/20.5 in.
70 cm/27.6 in.
22 cm/8.7 in.
PD350

35 L/2136 cu.
370 g/13.1 oz.
60 cm/23.6 in.
83 cm/32.7 in.
27.5m/10.8 in.
PD350

59 L/3600 cu.
480 g/17.0 oz.
70 cm/27.6 in.
96 cm/37.8 in.
31 cm/12.2 in.
PD350

79 L/4821 cu.
560 g/19.8 oz.
75 cm/29.5 in.
107 cm/42.1 in.
34 cm/13.4 in.
PD350

109 L/6652 cu.
700 g/24.7 oz.
80 cm/31.5 in.
122 cm/48.0 in.
39 cm/15.4 in.
PD350

OUTDOOR / DRY BAGS

IP 64

DRY BAG PS21R WITH WINDOW

18 19
Outdoor

Take the guesswork out of what’s packed inside. ORTLIEB Window Dry Bags are light and robust. They
feature a translucent panel that lets you see into the bag and quickly find what you need. It stows
away your equipment without hiding it. The Window Dry Bags have a secure D-ring attachment and
close with our waterproof roll-down closure for quick access. Appreciated during large expeditions
and family trips.

DRY BAG PS21R /
PS21R WITH VALVE
IP 64

PVC
free

Further features:
Buckles with two D-rings for securing or locking | Bottom loop for fixing or holding during unpacking | Easy to
clean inside

IP 64

PVC
free

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
height
circumference
diameter
colour/art.no.
fabric

13 L/793 cu.in.
window
160 g/5.6 oz.
42 cm/16.5 in.
60 cm/23.6 in.
19 cm/7.5 in.
slate - transparent  / K7051
PS21R / PF15

22 L/1343 cu.in.
window
210 g/7.4 oz.
52 cm/20.5 in.
70 cm/27.6 in.
22 cm/8.7 in.
slate - transparent  / K7061
PS21R / PF15

35 L/2136 cu.
window
270 g/9.5 oz.
60 cm/23.6 in.
83 cm/32.7 in.
27.5m/10.8 in.
slate - transparent  / K7071
PS21R / PF15

The PS21R light-weight dry bag made of sturdy PU-coated nylon
fabric stores, protects and organizes all sorts of outdoor gear and
clothing. Six sizes, three colours and endless storage options! Its
high values include extremely high abrasion folding resistance
and lightweight. A base loop serves for fixing, hauling, locking and
easy holding during unpacking. The lime coloured bags feature a
compression valve.

slate
13 L
22 L
35 L
59 L
79 L
109 L

Version with
valve:

art.no. K1551
art.no. K1651
art.no. K1751
art.no. K1851
art.no. K1931
art.no. K1981

signalred
13 L art.no. K1552
22 L art.no. K1652
35 L art.no. K1752
59 L art.no. K1852
79 L art.no. K1932
109 L art.no. K1982

lime
13 L
22 L
35 L
59 L
79 L
109 L

art.no. K1503
art.no. K1603
art.no. K1703
art.no. K1803
art.no. K1903
art.no. K1953

Specifications:
volume
weight
height
circumference
diameter
fabric

13 L/793 cu.in.
170 g/6.0 oz.
42 cm/16.5 in.
60 cm/23.6 in.
19 cm/7.5 in.
PS21R

22 L/1343 cu.in.
220 g/7.8 oz.
52 cm/20.5 in.
70 cm/27.6 in.
22 cm/8.7 in.
PS21R

35 L/2136 cu.
280 g/9.9 oz.
60 cm/23.6 in.
83 cm/32.7 in.
27.5m/10.8 in.
PS21R

59 L/3600 cu.
360 g/12.7 oz.
70 cm/27.6 in.
96 cm/37.8 in.
31 cm/12.2 in.
PS21R

79 L/4821 cu.
420 g/14.8 oz.
75 cm/29.5 in.
107 cm/42.1 in.
34 cm/13.4 in.
PS21R

109 L/6652 cu.
520 g/18.3 oz.
80 cm/31.5 in.
122 cm/48.0 in.
39 cm/15.4 in.
PS21R

Further features:
Two D-rings for fixing and locking | Visible indication of volume | Easy to clean

Advice:
Closure of PS21R dry bags must be rolled at
least 3-4 times. Please add 15-20 cm/5-8 in.
for the total length.

OUTDOOR / DRY BAGS

Versions:

MIKE DAWSON

20 21
Outdoor

Age
Uses ORTLIEB since
Sports
Biggest success
Website
Endorsement

27
2010
Extreme Kayaking, Slalom racing, Skiing, Hiking
& Mountain biking
Representing New Zealand at the Olympic
Games in London 2012
www.mikedawson.co.nz
„I love representing Ortlieb because it is a
brand that represents the best products in
terms of quality and compatibility with what I
am doing. In the outdoors and on the river it’s
important to have a product that you can trust.
The durability of Ortlieb bags in the environments and elements that I expose them to is
incredible - it’s that reason that I love using the
bags in some of the most extreme places on
the planet.“

Photo: Mike Dawson

Photo: Kilian Neuwert

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
DRY BAG PS10

IP 64

Photo: Jonas Grünewald

Where can you store dirty laundry, wet socks or toys? PS10 dry bags are the
perfect solution. Colour coding helps organize and locate items quickly. Each
pack displays its volume in litres. Endless storage options inside backpacks
or panniers. These robust dry bags store, organize and protect your gear from
water, dust and dirt and save you from endless searching.

PVC
free

Photo: Kilian Neuwert

orange
1.5 L
3L
7L
12 L
22 L
42 L
75 L

Further features:
Broad base loop for easy
unpacking | Reinforced circular
base made of folding and
abrasion-resistant PS17 fabric
| Also available as an ultralight
liner with sturdy square-shaped
base (31 x 42 cm/ 16.5 x 12.2
in.)

art.no. K20101
art.no. K20201
art.no. K20401
art.no. K20501
art.no. K20601
art.no. K20701
art.no. K20801

dark grey
1.5 L art.no. K20102
3L
art.no. K20202
7L
art.no. K20402
12 L art.no. K20502
22 L art.no. K20602
42 L art.no. K20702
75 L art.no. K20802

light green
1.5 L art.no. K20103
3L
art.no. K20203
7L
art.no. K20403
12 L art.no. K20503
22 L art.no. K20603
42 L art.no. K20703
75 L art.no. K20803

olive
1.5 L
3L
7L
12 L
22 L
42 L
75 L

art.no. K20104
art.no. K20204
art.no. K20404
art.no. K20504
art.no. K20604
art.no. K20704
art.no. K20804

oceanblue
1.5 L art.no. K20105
3L
art.no. K20205
7L
art.no. K20405
12 L art.no. K20505
22 L art.no. K20605
42 L art.no. K20705
75 L art.no. K20805

Specifications:
volume
weight
height
circumference
diameter
fabric

1.5 L/91 cu.in.
30 g/1.1 oz.
8 cm/3.1 in.
38.3 cm/15.0 in.
12.2 cm/4.7
PS10

3 L/183 cu.in.
38 g/1.3 oz.
15 cm/5.9 in.
44 cm/17.3 in.
14 cm/5.5 in.
PS10

7 L/427 cu.in.
54 g/1.9 oz.
27 cm/10.6 in.
55 cm/21.7 in.
17.5 cm/6.9 in.
PS10

12 L/732 cu.in.
70 g/2.5 oz.
32 cm/12.6 in.
67.5 cm/26.0 in.
21.5 cm/8.5 in.
PS10

22 L/1343 cu.in.
104 g/3.7 oz.
42 cm/16.5 in.
83.2 cm/32.7 in.
26.5 cm/10.4 in.
PS10

42 L/2564 cu.in.
144 g/5.1 oz.
57 cm/22.0 in.
100.5 cm/39.4 in.
32 cm/12.6 in.
PS10

75 L/4575 cu.in.
190 g/6.7 oz.
70 cm/27.6 in.
124 cm/49.0 in.
39.5 cm14.6 in.
PS10

Advice:
Closure of PS10 dry bags must
be rolled at least 5-6 times.
Please add 15-20 cm/5-8 in. for
the total length.

First-Aid-Kits for sector
canoe/kayak page "Outdoor"|60

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT DRY BAG LINER PS10
The durable waterproof liner made of
coated nylon fabric with roll closure is
designed as a rucksack or pack liner. An
ideal supplement for non-waterproof duffles, backpacks or trekking packs.

It will keep your gear dry and clean. The
square shaped base made of abrasion
resistant PS33 uses every inch in your
pack.

IP 64

PVC
free

Further features:
Easy to clean | Roll closure with stiffener bar and buckles

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

42 L /2564 cu.in.
short
164 g /5.8 oz.
42 x 42 x 31 cm /
16.5 x 16.5 x 12.2 cm (H x W x D)
PS10
dark grey / K20902

75 L /4575 cu.in.
long
192 g /6.8 oz.
70 x 42 x 31 cm
27.6 x 16.5 x 12.2 cm (H x W x D)
PS10
dark grey / K21002

OUTDOOR / DRY BAGS

Versions:

Photo: Jonas Grünewald
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DRY BAG PS10 WITH VALVE
No air left! If you can say this about your ORTLIEB compression dry bag, you
will be happy about gaining further space inside your pack. By means of the
valve mechanism air is expelled from the bag, reducing the packing volume to
a minimum. The ultralight nylon fabric PS10 is waterproof - an ideal supplement for non waterproof baggage. The roll closure with a fabric stiffener bar is
easy for one person to handle.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Photo: Fabian Schmid

COMPRESSION DRY BAG PS10 WITH
VALVE AND STRAPS
The ultralight compression dry bag is also
available with valve and straps for maximum
compression.
It is particularly suited for compressing
sleeping bags. Available in two sizes.

IP 64

PVC
free

orange
7L
art.no. K2201
12 L art.no. K2202
22 L art.no. K2203

Further features of both models:
Buckles | Robust fabric at base: abrasion
and tear resistant | Broad base loop for easy
unpacking and fixing

IP 64

dark grey
7L
art.no. K2211
12 L art.no. K2212
22 L art.no. K2213

Advice:
Closure of compression dry
bags must be rolled at least 5-6
times. Please add 15-20 cm/58 in. for the total length.

Specifications:
volume
weight
height
circumference
diameter
fabric

7 L/5200 cu.in.
58 g/2.0 oz.
27 cm / 10.6 in.
55 cm/21.7 in.
17.5 cm/6.9 in.
PS10

12 L/6700 cu.in.
74 g/2.6 oz.
32 cm/12.6 in.
67.5 cm/26.6 in.
21.5 cm/8.5 in.
PS10

PVC
free

22 L/8550 cu.in.
108 g/3.8 oz.
42 cm/16.5 in.
83.2 cm/32.8 in.
26.5 cm/10.4 in.
PS10

Photo: Lars Schneider

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
height
circumference
diameter
fabric
colour/art.no.

7 L/427 cu.in.
valve / straps
122 g/4.3 oz.
27 cm / 10.6 in.
55 cm/21.7 in.
17.5 cm/6.9 in.
PS10 / PS17
dark grey / K2301

12 L/732 cu.in.
valve / straps
152 g/5.4 oz.
32 cm/12.6 in.
67.5 cm/26.6 in.
21.5 cm/8.5 in.
PS10 / PS17
dark grey / K2302

OUTDOOR / DRY BAGS

Versions:

Outdoor

DUFFLE RS

TRAVEL BAGS

NEW

IP 67

Winner of the OutDoor INDUSTRY AWARD 2014, the Duffle RS
is made to withstand the rigors of the most adventurous of
expeditions while at the same time offering a high degree of
travel comfort. The bag’s heavy-duty wheel system is connected
to the body of the bag in a waterproof manner. The 90 mm
wheels and the rigid floor plate made of contoured aluminum
offer increased floor clearance – ideal for both airport terminals
and rugged outdoor terrain. And given the importance of
lightweight luggage, especially when travelling by plane, the
bag’s designers opted for an adjustable grip that guarantees
plenty of leg clearance and comfortable towing instead of a
heavy telescopic towing frame. The foam padding at the base of
the bag offers enhanced stability when the bag is fully loaded
and the watertight zipper that runs across the whole length of
the bag gives you quick access to your gear. The zipper can also
be locked using the integrated wire loop and a small cable lock
(not included).

Further features:
The empty Duffle RS can be rolled and thus saves space when
stored | Padded, removable shoulder straps you can use to
carry the bag like a backpack | Compression strap | Zippered
internal pocket | Mesh outside pocket (not watertight) | 2 daisy
chains for attaching more gear

Versions:

black
85 L art.no. K13001
110 L art.no. K13101
140 L art.no. K13201

sunyellow-black
85 L art.no. K13002
110 L art.no. K13102
140 L art.no. K13202

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

85 L / 5187 cu.in.
TIZIP
2450 g / 86.4 oz.
29 x 73 x 45 cm /
11 x 29 x 18 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS620C

110 L / 6713 cu.in.
TIZIP
2600 g / 91.7 oz.
33 x 86 x 45 cm /
13 x 33 x 18 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS620C

140 L / 8543 cu.in.
TIZIP
2750 g / 97.0 oz.
36 x 98 x 45 cm /
14 x 38 x 18 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS620C

OUTDOOR / TRAVEL BAGS
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TRAVEL-ZIP

26 27
Outdoor

07/2012

A versatile duffle you can use for sports, weekend or
business trips. The extremely durable and abrasion
resistant Cordura fabric is designed for heavy duty
use, repells dirt and is easy to clean. The Travel-Zip
is carried with its adjustable shoulder strap, with the
handles, or with a quick adjustment, on the back. It is
waterproof and features two meshed side zip pockets
(not waterproof) for tickets and passport.

IP 67

Versions:

DUFFLE

11/2014

02/2011

black
30 L art.no. K1110
50 L art.no. K1210

lime-black
30 L art.no. K1114
50 L art.no. K1214

Specifications:
The Duffle is for adventurers searching the extreme
and expecting excellent performance. The waterproof
travel bag protects clothing etc. from water and dirt,
and can quickly be converted into a backpack by using
the padded handles as shoulder straps. A long TIZIP
zip allows quick access to your gear. Internal straps
compress the volume. The tough PS620C base fabric
makes it an extremely durable expedition bag.
The bag can be secured with a padlock (not included)
through a wire loop at the zipper.

art.no. K1471
art.no. K1431
art.no. K1401
art.no. K1451

white-black
40 L art.no. K1472
60 L art.no. K1432
85 L art.no. K1402
110 L art.no. K1452

sunyellow-black
40 L art.no. K1473
60 L art.no. K1433
85 L art.no. K1403
110 L art.no. K1453

oceanblue-black
40 L art.no. K1474
60 L art.no. K1434
85 L art.no. K1404
110 L art.no. K1454

Further features:
2 internal zippered pockets | 1 outer zippered
pocket (not waterproof) | Daisy chain for fixing and
attaching further gear | Easy to clean

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric

40 L / 2441 cu.in.
TIZIP
986 g / 34.8 oz.
22 x 53 x 31 cm /
8.7 x 20.9 x 12.2 in. (H x W x D)
PD620/PS620C

60 L / 3661 cu.in.
TIZIP
1180 g / 41.6 oz.
29 x 58 x 35 cm /
11.4 x 22.8 x 13.8 in. (H x W x D)
PD620/PS620C

M / 50 L / 3051 cu.in.
TIZIP
1200 g / 42.3 oz.
26 x 58 x 38 cm /
10.2 x 22.8 x 15.0 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS620C

IP 67

Versions:

black
40 L
60 L
85 L
110 L

fabric

S / 30 L / 1831 cu.in.
TIZIP
990 g / 34.9 oz.
24 x 46 x 31 cm /
9.4 x 18.1 x 12.2 in. (H x W x D)
PD620 / PS620C

85 L / 5187 cu.in.
TIZIP
1360 g / 48.0 oz.
31 x 65 x 44 cm /
12.2 x 25.6 x 17.3 in. (H x W x D)
PD620/PS620C

110 L / 6713 cu.in.
TIZIP
1490 g / 52.6 oz.
34 x 70 x 46 cm /
13.4 x 27.6 x 18.1 in. (H x W x D)
PD620/PS620C

OUTDOOR / TRAVEL BAGS

NEW 40 L

volume
feature
weight
dimensions

28 29
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RACK-PACK

07/2012

09/2014

This waterproof travel bag has all the advantages of an
easy to use dry bag: its flexible and variable packing
volume adjusts to any situation and takes all the gear
for travelling and sports. The roll closure with stiffener
bar has its roots in stuff sack technology. It fits perfectly into bike trailers and sizes S or M can be combined with ORTLIEB Back- and Front-Rollers Plus and
Classic on the rack for bike touring. This robust multi-talent bag is also good on motorcycles. Comfortably
carried with adjustable padded shoulder strap and carrying handles. Rack-Pack is available in four sizes.

IP 64

Versions:

NEW

Advice:
The Rack-Pack can be combined
with the ORTLIEB Back-Roller
or Front-Roller (except City-Line
models) on the rear rack.

red
24 L
31 L
49 L
89 L

black
24 L
31 L
49 L
89 L

art.no. K39
art.no. K40
art.no. K41
art.no. K42

art.no. K61
art.no. K62
art.no. K63
art.no. K64

yellow
24 L
31 L
49 L
89 L

art.no. K61H2
art.no. K62H2
art.no. K63H2
art.no. K64H2

white
24 L
31 L
49 L
89 L

art.no. K61H3
art.no. K62H3
art.no. K63H3
art.no. K64H3

oceanblue
24 L art.no. K61H4
31 L art.no. K62H4
49 L art.no. K63H4
89 L art.no. K64H4

asphalt
24 L art.no. K61H5
31 L art.no. K62H5
49 L art.no. K63H5
89 L art.no. K64H5

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

S / 24 L / 1465 cu.in.
670 g / 23.7 oz.
24 x 48 x 24 cm /
9.4 x 18.9 x 9.4 in. (H x W x D)
PD620
   

M / 31 L / 1892 cu.in.
760 g / 26.8 oz.
30 x 54 x 27 cm /
11.8 x 21.3 x 10.6 in. (H x W x D)
PD620

L / 49 L / 2990 cu.in.
910 g / 32.1 oz.
34 x 61 x 32 cm /
13.4 x 24.0 x 12.6 in. (H x W x D)
PD620

XL / 89 L / 5431 cu.in.
1190 g / 42.0 oz.
40 x 71 x 40 cm /
15.7 x 28.0 x 15.7 in. (H x W x D)
PD620

OUTDOOR / TRAVEL BAGS

Further features:
Roll closure with stiffener bar | Compression straps |
Buckles for combining with bike panniers
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SEIZE THE MOMENT !

Outdoor

DAY-SHOT

Experienced photographers know that pictures
are stronger than words. ORTLIEB has designed a
concept for functional transport systems, so that
you are not going to miss one of those moments.
ORTLIEB camera bags protect highly sensitive photographic equipment from humidity, dust and impacts,
but allow in the decisive moment quick access to
camera, lens, binocular etc.
So when looking for the best moment and the nicest
motive you are well prepared. For many years professional photographers and scientists have entrusted
their technology to ORTLIEB.
IP 67

This flexible camera backpack is a favourite for professionals and amateurs alike. It is tough and reliable,
and protects sensitive equipment from dust, rain and
impacts. The PU coated nylon pack offers plenty of
room for voluminous photographic equipment, additional food, gear and clothing. A waterproof internal
compartment is proportioned to take a DSLR camera
with zoom lens, two further lenses (wide angle to
standard) and one small tele lens, flash unit and 10”
laptop. The flap inner pockets hold accessories such
as memory cards, rechargeable batteries, filters etc.
There are numerous fixing options and gear loops for
further equipment like a tripod.

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
inside dimension
fabric
colour/art.no.

21 L / 1281 cu.in.
TIZIP
2050 g / 72.3 oz.
50 x 31 x 20 cm /
19.7 x 12.2 x 7.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS42 / PS42R
grey / P9651

The Day-Shot can be carried with two straps like a
backpack (comfortable carrying system) or with only
one strap (sling function) over your shoulder (the other
strap can be stowed away in the pack). It may also
be carried in the front, and offers the advantage of
the camera being quickly accessible for a snapshot
thanks to the waterproof TIZIP zipper. A quick lens
change does not require the pack to be put down, and
it also serves as stable support for the camera for blurfree pictures.

Further features:
Carrying handle | Daisy chains for fixing further gear | Integrated
tripod fixing on front | Outer flap with accessory pocket (not waterproof) | Abrasion-resistant base

OUTDOOR / CAMERA BAGS

CAMERA BAGS

PVC
free

SOFT-SHOT
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The cool appearance of the waterproof Soft-Shot with buckled
flap disguises its real purpose - at first sight it does not look
like a camera bag. The bag is designed for a DSLR camera with
zoom lens and up to three further lenses. Well protected but still
quick to hand. Separate sleeve takes a tablet PC. The flap allows
fast access to the main compartment. The internal dividers are
individually adjustable and can be adapted to fit any personal
camera gear. A padded removable shoulder strap is fixed with
snap hooks.
IP 67

PVC
free

Further features:
Waterproof zippered main compartment
| Buckled flap with integrated mesh
pockets (not waterproof) for accessories
e.g. memory cards, rechargeable batteries, filters etc. | PU coated nylon fabric

Specifications:

Photo: Wolfgang Ehn

fabric
colour/art.no.

DIGI-SHOT

Photo: Wolfgang Ehn

IP 67

Digi-Shot M

A miracle when it comes to space. The bag is designed for
extensive camera equipment. Digi-Shot has a waterproof rigid
main compartment and is available in two sizes. Size M offers
room for larger SLR cameras with zoom lens and two further
lenses (wide angle to standard). Size L is proportioned to take
larger SLR cameras with zoom lens, a second body and three
further lenses with a flash unit.
The main compartment (of both sizes) features a waterproof zipper
and buckle sealed flap for quick camera access. Individually
adjustable inner divisions are adaptable to equipment. Filters,

9.7 L /591 cu.in.
waterproof zipper
781 g /27.5 oz.
21 x 27.5 x 15.5 cm /
8.3 x 10.8 x 6.1 cm (H x W x D)
PS42 / PS42R
grey / P9401

V-SHOT

PVC
free

Ideal allrounder for active outdoors people: V-Shot is a
compact camera bag with waterproof zipper. Reliable
in toughest weathers and climates it offers room for a
DSLR camera with a 200 mm zoom lens, rechargeable
batteries, memory card and further accessories. The
V-shaped bag is flexible and versatile in use either as
shoulder bag or prepared for hands-free carrying when
fixed to the ORTLIEB camera carrying system (optional
accessory for fixing to D-rings) which keeps your hands
free for climbing or using poles.

Digi-Shot L

rechargeable batteries and other accessories fit into the flap with
inner mesh pockets (not waterproof) or the outer mesh pockets
with Velcro. Carrying handle and the comfort padded removable
shoulder strap with snap hook for carrying heavy loads.

IP 67
PVC
free

Specifications:
Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
inside dimension
fabric
colour/art.no.

M / 5.9 L / 360 cu.in.
waterproof zipper
721 g / 25.4 oz.
18.5 x 23.5 x 13.5 cm /
7.3 x 9.3 x 5.3 cm (H x W x D)
PS42 / PS42R
grey / P9010

L / 10.8 L / 659 cu.in.
waterproof zipper
921 g / 32.4 oz.
22.5 x 27.5 x 17.5 cm /
8.9 x 10.8 x 6.9 cm (H x W x D)
PS42 / PS42R
grey / P9110

Further features:
PU coated nylon fabric | Size M has belt loops and D-rings for
fixing to carrying system for camera bags (optional accessory) |
Size L has tripod attachment loops

volume
feature
weight
inside dimension
fabric
colour/art.no.

3.6 L / 219 cu.in.
waterproof zipper
442 g / 15.6 oz.
23.5 x 18.5 x 13.5 cm /
9.3 x 7.3 x 5.3 in. (H x W x D)
PS42 / PS42R
grey / P9210

Further features:
PU coated nylon fabric | Removable padded shoulder
strap with snap hook | Carrying handle | Belt loops
on reverse side

Optional accessory:
Carrying system for camera bags

OUTDOOR / CAMERA BAGS

Photo: Wolfgang Ehn

volume
feature
weight
inside dimension
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We support:

Since 2007 ORTLIEB has been a member of
the "European Outdoor Conservation Association" a non-profit organization raising
funds for worldwide conservation projects.
Members of EOCA include companies of the
outdoor industry.
For more information see

COMPACT-SHOT

www.eoca.com

IP 67

PVC
free

Whether out on a desert expedition, hiking along a mountain trail
or retreating to one of your favorite local greenways, the Compact
Shot will reliably protect your compact or system camera against
the rain and dust. The bag’s waterproof, largemouth zipper always
offers you quick access at the critical moment. The handle, the
detachable shoulder strap and the waist strap on the back of the

bag ensure that you will have various ways of comfortably carrying
your precious gear. The ORTLIEB camera carrying system, which
can be purchased separately, will allow you to carry the Compact
Shot snugly on your body, effectively leaving your hands free for
other important tasks, like climbing, riding a bike or Nordic walking.

Further features:
inner pocket for memory cards

Specifications:

Optional accessory:
Carrying system for camera bags

fabric
colour/art.no.

volume
feature
weight
inside dimension

1.5 L / 91.5 cu.in.
waterproof zipper
356 g / 12.6 oz.
14 x 15.5/17.5 x 11 /
5.5 x  6.1/6.9 x 4.3 in. (H x W x D)
PS42 / PS42R
grey / P9310

OUTDOOR / CAMERA BAGS

NEW

Outdoor

AQUA-CAM
Aqua-Cam protects your photo equipment against
dust and spraywater. Clever organisation of storage
space and high flexibility. Removable pads allow
individual adjustment to personal camera gear. The
slider ensures quick access to camcorder or camera.

IP 54

PVC
free

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
inside dimension
fabric
colour/art.no.

Further features:
Padded adjustable shoulder strap with snap hooks |
Rear loops for fixing onto belt | D-rings for fixing the
carrying system for camera bags (optional accessory)

7 L / 427 cu.in.
QSC (Quick - Seal - Closure)
500 g / 17.7 oz.
18 x 26 x 15 cm /
7.1 x 10.2 x 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C
graphite-black / P9101

AQUA-ZOOM
Photography on water is highly demanding on the
equipment. The waterproof Aqua-Zoom offers
maximum protection for cameras with zoom lens or
small tele lens, even under tough outdoor conditions.
Adaptable dividers and pads ensure security. The
Quick Seal Closure allows quick access to get the best
shots.

IP 54

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
inside dimension
fabric
colour/art.no.

2.8 L / 171 cu.in.
QSC (Quick - Seal - Closure)
340 g / 12.0 oz.
24 x 6/15 x 11 cm /
9.4 x 2.4/5.9 x 11 in. (H x W x D)
PS36C
graphite-black / P9201

PVC
free

Further features:
Slider allows easy and quick closing | Rear loops for
fixing onto belt | Padded adjustable shoulder strap
with snap hook | Compatible with carrying system for
camera bags (optional accessory)

Advice • Aqua-Cam/Aqua-Zoom:
Temperatures below -5°C/23°F may affect the
function of the sealing lip!

OUTDOOR / CAMERA BAGS
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CARRYING SYSTEM FOR CAMERA BAGS
When every second counts, the waterproof Quick Seal Closure slider
allows easy and quick access to get those shots. The handy and
padded Protect offers more than just protection for compact and
digital cameras, GPS or small binoculars.
Protect is compatbile with the ORTLIEB camera carrying system
(optional accessory) and also can be carried as a shoulder bag or on
the belt.

IP 54

PVC
free

Further features:
Rear loops for vertical or horizontal fixing onto belt (max. width
30 mm) or with strap onto other bags | Adjustable shoulder
strap with snap hook

With the Camera Harness System you won’t miss a snapshot, as it
keeps your camera within reach and holds it safely close to your body
leaving your hands free. This is a real advantage for climbing, canoeing
and other activities. Suitable for following ORTLIEB camera bags:
Digi-Shot M, V-Shot, Aqua-Cam, Aqua-Zoom, Protect, Compact-Shot.

Further features:
Adjustable buckles for flexible adaption to body size |
Snaphooks for quick and universal fixing | Small packing volume
in stowaway bag (not waterproof)

Optional accessory:
Carrying system for camera bags

Specifications:
Advice:
Temperatures below -5°C/23°F may affect
the function of the sealing lip!

volume
feature
weight
inside dimension
fabric
colour/art.no.

1.3 L / 79 cu.in.
QSC (Quick - Seal - Closure)
110 g / 3.9 oz.
12 x 15 x 7 cm /
4.7 x 5.9 x 2.8 cm (H x W x D)
PS36C
graphite - black / P9301

Specifications:
weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

130 g / 4.6 oz.
nylon
black / P15

PVC
free

OUTDOOR / CAMERA BAGS

PROTECT

MOTO SADDLE-BAGS
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PAIR

IP 64

PVC
free

The MOTO Saddle-Bags are the right choice for
adventures on two wheels, be it cruising on a
Sunday afternoon or doing the heavy duty trip in
constant downpour. The easy-to-load bags feature a
waterproof roll closure that keeps your gear dry and
clean even in toughest conditions.

Easily fixed without requiring a rack – Velcro and
fixing straps are included. The symmetrical shape
leaves plenty of legroom for the passenger.
The large 3M reflectors ensure safety in the dark
and rain.

Further features:
Thermo-moulded rear side | Zippered inner pocket |
Easy to clean

Optional accessory:
Shoulder straps (art.no. E172) | Easy to clean

Advice:
Can only be used as a pair. Minimum distance to
exhaust pipe 10cm/4in.

Specifications:

Photo: Peter Lintner

Please find a chart for mounting our motorcycle bags to the
different motorcycle models
at: www.ORTLIEB.com/_pdf_
en/Motorradliste_en.pdf

volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

52 L / 3173 cu.in. (pair)
2100 g / 74.0 oz. (pair)
33 x 38/28 x 21 cm /
13.0 x 15.0/11.0 x 8.3 in. (H x W x D)
PD60 / PS33
black / M2201

AILEEN GÜNTHER
Age
Uses ORTLIEB since
Sports
Earlier projects
Project:

Photo: Peter Lintner

Website
Endorsement

Photo: Aileen Günther

Photo: Aileen Günther

30
2014
Motorcycle tours & adventures
Motorcycle tours of 6,000 kilometers
through Australia and Southeast Asia.
“For me, the Moto Quest is more than just
a journey on a motorcycle. It’s a matter
of living my dream and adapting to the
rhythms of nature and different cultures. I
want to live free and explore the world by
motorcycle.”
www.themotoquest.com
“ORTLIEB bags accompany me and my
motorcycle around the world. I have to be
able to trust the quality of my bike bags.
After all, I need them to securely transport
my personal belongings every day."

OUTDOOR / MOTORBIKE BAGS

MOTORBIKE BAGS

Photo: Aileen Günther
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Photo: Peter Lintner

MOTO
SPEEDBAGS

15/2014

IP 64

PVC
free

On and off road, the waterproof and dustproof Speedbags with
side roll closure will accept any challenge. They are presented
in the MOTO look, and there are hardly any other double
panniers as modern and functional as the Speedbags. Their low
design is perfect for enduro and touring bikes with high exhaust
pipes.

Photo: Peter Lintner

The rigid self-supporting construction replaces the rack: the
panniers can be easily fixed with the broad Velcro and straps
to the passenger seat. The symmetrical cut offers plenty
of storage space without compromise for the passenger.
Comfortable carrying handles allow easy transport and
handling.

OUTDOOR / MOTORBIKE BAGS

PAIR

First-Aid-Kits for sector
Motorbike page
„Outdoor“|60

Further features:
Thermo-moulded rear side | Zippered inner pocket |
Reflector for increased safety in rain, fog, and in the
dark | Easy to clean inside

Advice:
Can only be used as a pair. Minimum distance to
exhaust pipe 10cm/4in.

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

46 L / 2807 cu.in. (pair)
2000 g / 70.5 oz. (pair)
23 x 50 x 15 cm /
9.0 x 19.5 x 6.0 in. (H x W x D)
PD60 / PS33
black / M6302

Photo: Aileen Günther

Photo: Peter Lintner

MOTO SIDE BAG QL2
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Photo: Peter Lintner

QL2

system

IP 64

MOTO TANK BAG

PVC
free
Please see description
of QL-systems on page
"Bike"|14

07/2013

10/2013

The formula for smart luggage systems. The high performance single bag made of
abrasion-resistant waterproof fabric for left or right side mounting. QL2 is a synonym
for flexibility and mobility: automatic closing and opening of the hooks by lifting the
bag’s handle. The waterproof roll closure protects documents, luggage and sports
gear from water, dust and dirt. A padded handle and shoulder strap make carrying
comfortable.

Further features:
ORTLIEB QL2 system for rack diameters
up to max. 16m | Two large 3M Scotchlite
reflectors | Easy to clean | Inner pocket

Optional accessory:
Anti-theft device for later upgrade into QL2 rail | 20 mm hooks for QL2.1

Specifications:

Photo: Aileen Günther

IP 64

With magnetic attachment:
One of the biker’s basics: the waterproof MOTO Tankbag keeps all your necessities
at hand that would be unavailable when carried on your back. A piece of luggage that
guarantees pure driving pleasure. The adjustable base with anti-slip, tank-protecting
surface is suited for almost all standard motorcycle tanks. The MOTO Tankbag is securely
fixed with magnets and straps as well as an extra strap attachment around the frame.
Alternative fixing as a tail bag is also possible. Easy to attach, fast to access and almost
indestructible. The aerodynamic design with tyre tread motif and two-way access make
it a faithful companion for touring. A transparent waterproof (22 x 26cm / 8.7 x 10.2 in.)
mapcase may be fixed on the Tankbag or directly on the base.

volume
weight
dimensions

Advice:
Minimum distance to exhaust pipe 10cm/4in.

PVC
free

Further features:
Roll closure with carrying handle | Sturdy, waterproof
zip | Extremely abrasion and tear-resistant fabric |
3M Scotchlite reflector

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

Optional accessory:
Carrying System for MOTO Tankbag

Advice:
We recommend using a protective fabric between
tank and magnetic base. The magnets are very
strong - please keep credit cards away.

18 L / 1098 cu.in.
1160 g / 41.0 oz.
16 x 35 x 25 cm /
6.3 x 13.8 x 9.8 in. (H x W x D)
PD60 / PS33
black / M3301

Specifications Carrying System:
weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

200 g / 7.0 cu.in.
nylon
black / M3401

For MOTO Tankbag:
The perfect accessory for the ORTLIEB
MOTO Tankbag. The nylon Carrying System quickly turns the MOTO Tankbag into
a convenient daypack for those who like
exploring on foot.
The Carrying System is easily fixed with
buckles, and the adjustable shoulder
straps allow perfect fitting and carrying
comfort.

fabric
colour/art.no.

28 L / 1709 cu.in.
1470 g / 51.9 oz.
31 x 43 x 18 cm /
12.2 x 16.9 x 7.1 in. (H x W x D)
PD60 / PS33
black / M4401

OUTDOOR / MOTORBIKE BAGS
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MOTO ZIP‘N GO
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MOTO DRY BAG
IP 64

02/2014

PVC
free
05/2012

PVC
free

Pack, zip and go. Easy with the waterproof MOTO Zip’n Go made
of extremely abrasion and fold resistant PU fabric with TIZIP zip.
It holds everything you need on a motorcycle tour and keeps
it dry. Heavy duty material combines comfort with good looks;
padded handle and tyre profile design.

Photo: Peter Lintner

Further features:
Large 3M Scotchlite reflectors | Reflective logo | Fixing points for compression
or shoulder strap

Further features:
Roll-down closure with D-rings for fixing | Welded-on handle |
Small volume for easy storage | Easy to clean | Large reflector

Optional accessory:
Compression straps | Shoulder strap

Optional accessory:
Compression straps for fixing

Specifications:

Specifications:

volume
feature
weight
dimensions

volume
feature
weight
dimensions

fabric
colour/art.no.

45 L / 2746 cu.in.
TIZIP / valve
650 g / 22.9 oz.
24 x 64 x 34 cm /
9.4 x 25.2 x 13.4 cm (H x W x D)
PD60 / PS33
black / M5501

Photo: Aileen Günther

Photo: Peter Lintner

The right choice for the distance traveller! Our tough and rugged
MOTO Dry Bag for heavy duty applications is easy to handle and
quick to load. This waterproof bag made of a durable PU fabric
with welded seams and convenient roll-down closure is easily
fixed on the rack. The integrated valve helps with packing and
reduction of volume prior to driving.

Photo: Peter Lintner

fabric
colour/art.no.

M / 35 L / 2136 cu.in.
valve
580 g / 20.5 oz.
60 x 83 x 26 cm /
23.6 x 32.7 x 10.3 in. (H x W x D)
PD60 / PS33
black / M5001

L / 59 L / 3600 cu.in.
valve
770 g / 27.2 oz.
70 x 97 x 31 cm /
27.6 x 38.2 x 12.2 in. (H x W x D)
PD60 / PS33
black / M5002

OUTDOOR / MOTORBIKE BAGS
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MOTO RACK-PACK
Photo: Aileen Günther

MOTO D-FENDER

PVC
free

IP 67

05/2012

The ultimate partner for trips on two wheels: the integrated
valve, roll closure and optional compressions straps (not
included) help to reduce and adapt the packing volume of
the waterproof duffle bag. The MOTO Rack-Pack features an
extremely fold and abrasion resistant PU fabric for heavy duty
use and 3M Scotchlite reflectors for safety in the dark. This
roomy companion unites excellent functions with a modern tyre
design. Available in three sizes.

PVC
free

The extremely strong PU fabric motorcycle backpack and the
waterproof zip on the carrier’s back constitute the perfect
resistance against environmental influences – be it hail or
showers. The ventilation is guaranteed by a foam back with
air channels. A chest strap adjustable in height and padded
shoulder straps with reflective yarn ensure perfect distribution
of loads. The MOTO D-Fender is designed without loose straps,
and the straight base provides perfect stability. On the road 6
D-rings ensure optimal attachment to the bike rack.

Further features:
Reflective logo | Fixing for straps (please order straps separately) | Easy access through large opening | Can be combined with
MOTO Saddlebags

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.
volume
feature
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

M / 31 L / 1892 cu.in.
valve
810 g / 28.6 oz.
30 x 54 x 27 cm /
11.8 x 21.3 x 10.6 in. (H x W x D)
PD60 / PS33
black / M5751

L / 49 L / 2990 cu.in.
valve
950 g / 33.5 oz.
34 x 61 x 32 cm /
13.4 x 24.0 x 12.6 in. (H x W x D)
PD60 / PS33
black / M5752

Specifications:
volume
feature
weight
dimensions

XL / 89 L / 5431 cu.in.
valve
1220 g / 43.0 oz.
40 x 71 x 40 cm /
15.7 x  28.0 x 15.7 in. (H x W x D)
PD60 / PS33
black / M5753

fabric
colour/art.no.

Photo: Peter Lintner

29 L / 1770 cu.in.
TIZIP
690 g / 24.3 oz.
50 x 20 x 28 cm /
19.7 x 7.9 x 11.0 in. (H x W x D)
PD60 / PS33
black / M3501

38 L / 2319 cu.in.
TIZIP
730 g / 25.7 oz.
50 x 24 x 32 cm /
19.7 x 9.4 x 12.6 in. (H x W x D)
PD60 / PS33
black / M3502

OUTDOOR / MOTORBIKE BAGS
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STAY IN THE SADDLE!
Imagine the wind in your face, the sun on your skin
and only the sound of hoof beats. Enjoy it even more
knowing that your gear is kept dry and safe, be it on
short horse rides across farmland or multi-day horse
treks through the bush.
ORTLIEB horse panniers are spacious, waterproof
and comfortable for horse and rider.

HORSE PANNIERS
Enjoy nature, get away from your daily routine and form a team
with your four-legged partner: horse back riding is an effective
way to escape and slow down. However, you will reach relaxation and your day’s destiny only if both - rider and horse – enjoy
what they do. This constitutes the development background of
our horse panniers. They are designed for perfect packing with
compression of volume and tight packing to keep things stable.
A rear pad prevents unpleasant chafing. The welded waterproof panniers offer reliable protection from water and dirt,
and feature a lid with snow gasket and draw cord. In favour of
your horse please watch out for equal weight distribution. It is
advisable to use an extra pad or blanket underneath the pack.
The horse panniers feature a tough tear and abrasion resistant
fabric that are easy to clean and can be mounted to distance,
trekking, military, western and all-round saddles.

IP 54

PVC
free

PAIR

Optional accessory:
Rack - Pack S and M | Inner pocket Input | Outer Pocket | Mesh
Pocket | Bottle Cage

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

30 L / 1831 cu.in.
1620 g / 57.2 oz.
40 x 25 x 14 cm /
15.7 x 9.8 x 5.5 in. (H x W x D)
PD60
black / K6002
First-Aid-Kits for horse-riding
see page "Outdoor"|60

OUTDOOR / HORSE RIDING

HORSE RIDING

Further features:
Including fixing straps | Four 3M Scotchlite reflectors

Outdoor

GET TO THE SOURCE!

The lightweight alternative to plastic or aluminium bottles. The compact
Water Bag features straps for fixing to the backpack, and is made of
tear-resistant and watertight fabric. Food grade coating on the inside
ensures safe transport of your water. The 4 and 10 liter versions can be
easily fixed to branches or vehicles thanks to the two handles being provided with buckles.

WATER BAG

On extended tours far away from civilization, priorities
are reduced to the essentials: this includes 100%
hygienic drinking water. The tear-resistant light weight
ORTLIEB water products with food grade internal
coating have a minimum volume of 2 l / 122 cu. in.

The ergonomic design and variable carrying
construction optimize planning of resources and
transportation.

Applications:
Camping shower | Seat or head pillow | Weight for paragliding | Buoyancy
means for diving | Can be combined with outdoor filters for water purification | Can be combined with the drinking tube for use as a hydration
system
PVC
free

Advice:
All water containers are suited for water only (max. temperature
60°C/140°F). Do not use for alcoholic, sweet or acid liquids. Do not expose drinking water too long to the heat. Change water regularly. Store dry
and open. Clean inside with denture cleaning tablets. Clean outside with
warm water, brush and neutral soap. Clean the valve regularly.

WATER TRANSPORT

WATER SACK
Goodbye bulky containers. The ORTLIEB Water Sack ensures
reliable water supply in your camp doing without big and bulky
canisters. On tour the Water Sack can be packed away taking up very little space, in the camp it offers a generous 10
litres for cooking, washing or even for a shower. The large roll
closure opening allows easy filling. The Water Sack is made of
tear-resistant, waterproof fabric, and the integrated base valve
allows easy metering. The Watersack can be combined with the
purification filter by Katadyn.
PVC
free

Versions:

blue
10 L

art.no. N48

fabric

10 L / 610 cu.in.
190 g / 6.7 oz.
35 x 22 cm /
13.8 x 8.7 in. (H x W)
PS17

Specifications:
volume
weight
height
width
fabric

BPA
free

Optional accessories:
Shower Valve | Drinking Tube

black
2L
art.no. N22
4L
art.no. N24
10 L art.no. N26

WATER BELT

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions

Versions:

Further features:
Buckles for hanging | Combination with Katadyn filter possible

black
10 L art.no. N27

BPA
free

SHOWER VALVE

The Shower Valve can be put onto all
ORTLIEB water containers. Remove the
dust cap, put on the shower valve, and
open the tap. The contents of the Water
Sack are enough for a pleasant shower.
Can also be used as a garden shower or
watering can.

weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

Further features:
Small holes for constant showering | Quick opening and
closing of valve

5 g 0.2 oz.
polyamid
black / N30

volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

2 L/122 cu.in.
110 g/3.9 oz.
16 x 40 cm /
6.3 x 15.7 in. (H x W)
PS17L
blue / N49

art.no. N45
art.no. N46
art.no. N47

weight
length
fabric
colour/art.no.

70 g/2.5 oz.
85 cm/33.5 in.
PVC / PP
blue / N4201

BPA
free

BPA
free

Further features:
Tear-resistant, waterproof fabric | Welded seams | Adjustable
strap with buckle for comfortable carrying | Can be combined
with outdoor filters for water purification and with the ORTLIEB
drinking tube

Specifications:

10 L/610 cu.in.
160 g/5.6 oz.
44 cm/17.3 in.
36 cm/14.2 in.
PS17L

Specifications:

PVC
free

Specifications:

4 L/244 cu.in.
130 g/4.6 oz.
38 cm/15.0 in.
25 cm/9.8 in.
PS17L

DRINKING TUBE

The Water Belt has a variety
of attachment possibilities. It
can be worn like a fanny pack
around the waist or attached
to the exterior of a backpack.
Combine it with the ORTLIEB
drinking tube to create a hydration system.

Advice:
The Water Sack is not suited for transportation in horizontal
position. For transporting water inside a pack or pannier we
recommend our Water Bag or Water Belt.

blue
2L
4L
10 L

2 L/122 cu.in.
80 g/2.8 oz.
30 cm/11.8 in.
20 cm/7.9 in.
PS17L

The ideal tool for energetic outdoor activities: with the drinking
tube you can transform an ORTLIEB Water Bag, Water Belt or
„PET“-bottle into a hydration system: remove valve, insert tube
into water container, screw valve back on. The 33.5 in. long
tube features a lockable bite-valve and one screw cap.

Further features:
Valve inside the cap for pressure compensation inside the container | Mouthpiece can be taken apart for hygienic
cleaning

OUTDOOR / WATER TRANSPORT
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FOLDABLE LINER
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Further features:
Robust carrying strap handles
| Easy to clean | 3-D welded
seams

FOLDING BOWL

Advise:
Not for transporting liquids in
the trunk/boot.

Developed by the ORTLIEB inventors: the foldable
liner is universally applicable for the transport of
wet or dirty equipment. It is stabilised with locking
stiffeners on both sides, and is a robust, superior,
reusable alternative to plastic bags etc.

This roomy container made of PVC-coated polyester
fabric is easy to clean, and easy to pack away when
not in use.

Specifications:
Makes the outdoor life easier! Available in three sizes
(305/610/1221 cu.in.). Multiple applications like dish
washing, cleaning veggies or carrying water etc.

volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

50 L / 3051cu.in.
750 g / 26.5 oz.
20 x 62 x 42 cm /
7.9 x 24.4 x 16.5 in. (H x W x D)
PD620
green / N200

Versions:

blue
5L
10 L

art.no. N11B
art.no. N12B

green
5L
art.no. N11G
10 L art.no. N12G

green
20 L art.no. N120

Specifications:
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric
volume
weight
dimensions
fabric

5 L / 305 cu.in.
200 g / 7.1 oz.
12 x 24 x 24 cm /
4.7 x 9.4 x 9.4 in. (H x W x D)
PD620
20 L / 1221 cu.in.
400 g / 14.11 oz.
28 x 30 x 30 cm /
11.0 x 11.8 x 11.8 in. (H x W x D)
PD620

10 L / 610 cu.in.
260 g / 9.2 oz.
14 x 30 x 30 cm /
5.5 x 11.8 x 11.8 in. (H x W x D)
PD620

OUTDOOR / WATER TRANSPORT

Further features:
3D-welded seams | Reinforced spillproof rim | Square-shaped stable bottom | 2 robust carrying handles
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YOUR WATERPROOF SELFIE
Smartphones, E-readers and the increasingly popular tablet PCs are stored safely and dustproof in our
new waterproof protective sleeves made of PU-coated nylon fabric. The cases are tested according to
IP67 standards providing full protection against dust

and water for a duration of 30 minutes at a depth
of 1 meter. Sensitive electronic devices are safely
protected from humidity, mud, dust and snow.
Cases feature lashing points for fixing to clothing,
backpack or life jacket.

TABLET-CASE

PVC
free

IP 67

SAFE-IT

Specifications:
feature
weight
dimensions
colour/art.no.
fabric

7,9“
52 g / 1.8 oz.
21 x 13.5 cm /
8.3 x 5.3 in. (H x W)
transparent - black  / D2201
PS33 / PF15

10“
58 g / 2.0 oz.
25.5 x 18 cm /
10.0 x 7.1 in. (H x W)
transparent - black  / D2211
PS33 / PF15

WALKIE-TALKIE-BAG

Robust all-round protection for sensitive
devices that need to be at hand. The
spray and dustproof bag stores and protects mobile phones and GPS devices. It
is not only water that may damage these
electronic devices, but also sand, dust
or the salty sea air. The foil is suitable
for PDA pens, and the lower side is made
of tough PU-coated fabric. Safe-it is
ultralight and available in three sizes (S,
M & L).

SMARTPHONE-CASE

IP 64

IP 64

PVC
free

The Smartphone-Case features a newly developed double clip closure
which reliably locks the sleeve. The UV-resistant, highly transparent PU-film
allows unrestricted use of the touch screen, camera and voice functions.
Further features:
Quick release belt loop | Neck cord with cord lock for easy adjustment

The Walkie-Talkie-Bag has proved its versatility and waterproofness with rescue
teams, fire brigades, medical services
and on building sites. With the phone inside you can send and receive messages
loud and clear through the transparent
foil. The roll-Velcro closure allows fast
and easy access. Use the adjustable
draw cords to attach the bag securely to
your body or in vehicles.

Optional accessories:
Smartphone-Case (art.no. D2601) and the Handlebar Mounting for
bikes (art.no. F1453) are also available as package, page "Bike" | 43
Specifications:
feature
weight
dimensions

Specifications:
weight
dimensions
colour/art.no.
fabric

34 g / 1.2 oz.
13.5 x 7 cm /
5.3 x 2.8 in. (H x W)
transparent - black  / D2601
PS33 / PF15

IP 67

PVC
free

fabric
colour/art.no.

S
28 g / 1.0 oz.
16 x 7.2 cm /
6.3 x 2.8 in. (H x W)
PS17/ PF15
transparent - black  / D23

Specifications:
M
32 g / 1.1 oz.
19 x 9.2 cm /
7.5 x 3.6 in. (H x W)
PS17/ PF15
transparent - black  / D24

L
34 g / 1.2 oz.
17 x 10.2 cm /
6.7 x 4.0 in. (H x W)
PS17/ PF15
transparent - black  / D25

PVC
free

weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

100 g / 3.5 oz.
40 x 12 cm /
15.7 x 4.7 cm (H x W)
PF15
transparent  / D18

OUTDOOR / PROTECTION BAGS

PROTECTION BAGS

The Tablet-Case is available in two sizes. M fits E-readers and 7.9” tablets; L is perfect for 10” tablets.
Both models feature a waterproof zipper which provides 100% protection from all weather, even extreme
minus temperatures. The UV-resistant PU-film allows
full function and use of the device.

MONEY BELT
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IP 64

PVC
free

Weatherproof, polyurethane-coated money belt with roll closure.
Ideal for travel and outdoor activities of all kinds. Typically worn
close to the body, the opaque money belt is an ideal means
of protecting your important travel documents, cash and other
valuables against theft, moisture, dirt and dust. The adjustable
belt is outfitted with a snap buckle and can be extended to a
circumference of 105 cm.

MAP CASE

Specifications:
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

60 g / 2.1 oz.
11 x 30 cm /
4.3 x 11.8 cm (H x W)
PS17
black  / D09S

03/2012

VALUABLE BAG

IP 64

PVC
free

DOCUMENT BAG

Further features:
Waterproof roll-closure with Velcro | Neck cord with cord
locks & snap hooks
Map Case XL:
Suitable for large format sea charts and sketches |
Waterproof roll-closure with Velcro | Neck cord with cord
locks & snap hooks

fabric
colour/art.no.

80 g / 2.8 oz.
27 x 27 cm /
10.6 x 10.6 in. (H x W)
PF15
transparent  / D13

PVC
free

Perfect for safe storage of
maps, passports and other
important documents while
travelling. The dust and waterproof transparent bags are
made of UV, tear and crease
resistant fabric with seams as
tough as the material itself.
They will withstand extreme
atmospheric temperatures
and repeated use. Also suitable for electronic devices such
as GPS, cell phone or MP3
player. Comes with neck cord
and stainless steel eyelets.
Available in three sizes.

IP 64

Specifications:
size
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.
size
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

Specifications:
feature
weight
dimensions

IP 64

XL
200 g / 7.1 oz.
50 x 35 cm /
19.7 x 13.8 in. (H x W)
PF15
transparent  / D19

size
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

DIN A6
30 g / 1.1 oz.
15 x 11 cm /
5.9 x 4.3 in. (H x W x D)
PF15
transparent / D01
DIN A5
50 g / 1.8 oz.
22 x 15 cm /
8.7 x 5.9 in. (H x W x D)
PF15
transparent / D02
DIN A4
80 g / 2.8 oz.
30 x 22 cm /
11.8 x 8.7 in. (H x W x D)
PF15
transparent / D03

PVC
free

If you need to protect and hide your travel documents and
money matters, then the Money Belt is the product to go with. It
is designed to be worn around your waist to keep your valuables
safe, dry and clean. The Valuables Bag is the non-transparent
version of our Document Bag. Use it wherever you want to keep
contents out of sight. Both products are lightweight. With neck
cord and stainless steel eyelets.

Specifications:
size
weight
dimensions
fabric
colour/art.no.

DIN A6
20 g / 0.7 oz.
15 x 11 cm /
5.9 x 4.3 cm (H x W)
PS17
black  / D05S

DIN A5
40 g / 1.47 oz.
22 x 15 cm /
8.7 x 5.9 cm (H x W)
PS17
black  / D06S

OUTDOOR / PROTECTION BAGS

Find your bearings. The transparent map case protects
your maps from moisture, mud, dirt and UV-light. Ideal
for hiking, paragliding, canoeing or biking – your map
is kept dry and readable from both sides. It may be
carried around your neck or secured to your rucksack.
Available in two sizes.

FIRST AID KIT - CONTENT
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First - Aid - Kit with content:

ORTLIEB LIGHT & FAST
FIRST-AID KITS

fabric

feature

colour

height

width

depth

PS21
PS21
PS21

Regular
Medium
High
motorbike
cycling
trekking
canoe
horseriding
Ultra - High
cycling
trekking

yellow
yellow

12 cm/4.7 in.
15 cm/5.9 in.

11 cm/4.3 in.
15 cm/5.9 in.

8 cm/3.1 in.
8 cm/3.1 in.

0,6 l/36 cu.in. 140 g/4.9 oz.
1.2 l/73 cu.in. 270 g/9.5 oz.

D1701
D1702

yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow

17 cm/6.7 in.

18 cm/7.1 in.

10 cm/3.9 in.

2 l/122 cu.in. 570 g/20.1 oz.

D1703
D1704
D1705
D1706
D1707

yellow
yellow

20 cm/7.9 in.

20 cm/7.9 in.

11 cm/4.3 in. 3.3 l/201 cu.in. 640 g/22.6 oz.

D1708
D1709

15 cm/5.9 in.
17 cm/6.7 in.

15 cm/5.9 in.
18 cm/7.1 in.

8 cm/3.1 in. 1.2 l/73 cu.in. 70 g/2.5 oz.
10 cm/3.9 in. 2 l/122 cu.in. 130 g/4.6 oz.

D1752
D1754

PS21

Lightweight design and essential medical supplies
make the ORTLIEB First-Aid Kits a great choice for the
prepared backpacker. Compact, tough and of course
waterproof.

volume

weight

art.no.

First - Aid - Kit without content:
PS21
PS21

FIRST AID KIT

yellow
yellow

FAK Regular
10/2013

FAK Regular
11/2013

FAK Medium
10/2013

Medium
High

FAK Medium

IP 64
MEDIUM

Never again without: ORTLIEB’s First Aid Kits should
be an inherent component of your equipment. The First
Aid Kits are waterproof sleeves made of PU-coated
nylon fabric with roll closure, and are available in four
different sizes and safety levels (Regular, Medium,
High, Ultra-high). Regular and Medium are suitable for
most outdoor activities. Safety Level High contains
(in addition to the basic) supplementary equipment
required for a specific field of sport: motor biking,

Further features:
International first aid symbol (white cross on green
background) on the front | Versions Medium to
Ultra-High feature a removable inner pocket for
personal stocking and for quick access | Fixing for
shoulder strap (optional accessory, article code E16)
Versions Medium and High may also be ordered
without contents (with imprint: First Aid Kit, white
cross on green background, ORTLIEB-Logo; with
inner pocket and velcro)

HIGH

ULTRA-HIGH

PVC
free

cycling, trekking, canoeing/kayaking, horse riding.
The well stocked Ultra High version allows optimal first
aid for trekking and cycling sports, and is also designed for small groups. All kits feature belt loops. The
models High and Ultra High have additional straps for
fixing to a backpack etc.

FAK High Motorcycle
05/2012
SAFETY LEVEL
REGULAR/MEDIUM

Content:
pair surgery gloves
compressive bandage
tape
wound pads
set plaster strips
gauge bandage
rescue blanket 220 x 160 cm
dressing blanket sterile
sticking plaster
pair of scissors
elastic bandage with closure
pair of tick tweezers
blister pads for heel
blood lancets
grip tubular bandage
container for eye shower
wound cleaning brush
disposable clinical thermometer
instant cool pack
finger bandages
blister pads for hands
respiratory mask
set waterproof plaster strips
finger stall
pair of forceps
triangular bandage
alcohol pads
set wound stitch strips
first aid instructions

SAFETY LEVEL
HIGH

SAFETY LEVEL
ULTRA HIGH

Regular

Medium

motorbike
Din 13167

trekking

cycling

horseriding

canoe

trekking

cycling

1x
2x
5m

1x
1x
5m
2x
1x
1x
1x

2x
2x
5m

1x
2x
5m
2x
1x
1x
1x
1x
2x
1x
2x
1x
3x
5x

1x
2x
5m
2x
1x
1x
1x
1x
2x
1x
1x
1x

1x
2x
5m
2x
1x
1x
1x
1x
2x
1x
1x
1x

1x
2x
5m
2x
1x
1x
1x
1x
2x
1x
1x

2x
2x
5m
2x
1x
2x
1x
1x
5x
1x
2x
1x
3x
5x

2x
2x
5m
2x
1x
2x
1x
1x
5x
1x
1x
1x

1x

1x
1x
8x
1x

1x
1x
1x
1x
1x
2x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

3x
1x
1x
3x
1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x

1x
1x
1x
1x

1x
1x
10 x
1x
1x

1x
1x
10 x
1x
1x

FIRST AID

FIRST AID

REGULAR
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TYPICAL ORTLIEB

RAIN HAT

Our engineers have the best ideas in their leisure time
when they go hiking, motor biking, mountain biking or
camping. Just when you realize that the toilet paper is
soaking wet, you are craving for a cup of hot coffee out

in the wilderness, or when it is raining cats and dogs
and you can’t carry an umbrella, a genuine idea might
be born.

You should never leave without the ORTLIEB Rain Hat. It is suitable for collecting water or protecting your head. The waterproof light weight hat can be easily stowed away in a jacket pocket.
It features a broad rim and an adjustable cord with cord lock.
One size fits all (size 60).

ORTLIEB-SHIRT
Useful, comfortable to wear and trendy!
Made of high-quality organic cotton will
make nice presents for ORTLIEB fans.

fabric

weight
fabric

green
art.no. D961

Specifications:

Specifications:

Versions:

yellow
art.no. D962

170 g/6 oz.
PD620

blue
art.no. D963

organic cotton

Versions:
black
S
art.no. O01S
M
art.no. O01M
L
art.no. O01L

XL
XXL

art.no. O01XL
art.no. O01XXL

T-PACK

COFFEE FILTERHOLDER

Right when you need it, it is gone or no longer usable – toilet
paper. The waterproof outdoor toilet paper holder T-Pack safely
transports and protects your tissue. When the bag is open, the
roll hangs under the bag and is protected from rain.

For many outdoor enthusiasts, freshly brewed coffee is a must.
No way to replace it by instant powder. With the ORTLIEB filter
holder you have a compact and foldable alternative to bulky
filters. It is set up with pins, sticks or tent pegs which are
inserted through the loops, and placed above the kettle or cup;
simply insert the paper filter and coffee, and enjoy your hot cup.

Seamless, flexible, multi-fit
tubular accessory. 100%
polyester microfibre, wicks
moisture; breathable.

IP 64

PVC
free

Further features:
Roll-off function | Adjustable and removable fixing strap with
buckle closure | Comes with 1 roll of double-layered toilet paper

Further features:
Heat-resistant material | Also serves as funnel | Comes with 5
paper filters size 1 x 4

Versions:

Specifications:

Specifications:

volume
weight
dimensions

weight
dimensions

Specifications:
weight
fabric
colour/art.no.

70 g
microfibre
dark grey / O102

orange-mango
art.no. D6101

COMPRESSION STRAPS
Compression straps 2cm wide, designed for universal use, e.g. for fixing
baggage on motorbike, bycicle, boat or pack animal. Available in different
lengths with metal or plastic buckle.

Versions:
with ladderlock buckle (2 pcs)
50 x 2 cm / 20 x 0.8 in.
art.no. S01L
100 x 2 cm / 40 x 0.8 in. art.no. S03L
200 x 2 cm / 80 x 0.8 in. art.no. S05L

with metal buckle (2 pcs)
50 x 2 cm / 20 x 0.8 in.
art.no. S01M
100 x 2 cm / 40 x 0.8 in. art.no. S03M
200 x 2 cm / 80 x 0.8 in. art.no. S05M

black-slate
art.no. D6102

fabric

1.3 l/79 cu.in.
220 g/7.8 oz.
14 x 7/12 x 9 cm /
5.5 x 2.8/4.7 x 3.5 in.(H x W x D)
PS21 / PS21R

fabric
colour/art.no.

30 g / 1.1 oz.
12 x 19 cm /
4.7 x 7.5 in. (H x W)
PD620L
beige / D10F

OUTDOOR / ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

TUBULAR BUFF

Outdoor

SPARE PARTS & MATERIAL
SPARE PARTS OUTDOOR

FABRIC
PFOA
free

PVC
free

Buckles:

art.no.

Buckle „Mojave“ 25 mm, 1 pair (male and female)
all models up to 1998

E51

„Stealth“ buckles 25 mm, 1 pair (male and female)
from model 1999

E146

Repair buckles „Stealth“
25 mm, male and female with opening mechanism, 2 pieces

E117

Buckle 50 mm
1 piece, male and female housing for Messenger Bag, Packman Pro, Velocity

E147

C rings (4 pieces)

E149

Other bags:

art.no.

1 pair anchoring rails for one outer pocket (single bag)
from model 2001

E150

Padded strap with snap hook
(universal strap for Downtown, Office-Bag, Rack-Pack, Bike-Tourer) length 150 cm

E33

Shoulder strap 150 cm with snap hook for MOTO Saddle-Bag | from 2012

E172

Shoulder pad, removable, 1 piece
for all shoulder-straps, up to 50mm width

E171

Patch for Elevation (2 pcs.)

E179

Velcro extension (for Messenger Bag and Velocity )

E46

Fixing strap for Zip-City, length 80 cm, 1 piece

E121

Inner pocket for Zip-City (accessory for size S)
up to model 2010

E129

Lubricant for TIZIP-zipper contents 7,5 g

E134

Universal screw set (12 bolts, 12 plastic nuts)
for screwed bags or to replace rivets

E102

Camera insert for Shuttle products

P96E

Water Bag, Water Sack, Water Belt:

art.no.

Rubber gasket, 1 piece|up to model 1998

E91

Valve complete, 1 piece | from model 1999

E120

Gasket, 1 piece | from model 2003

E157

Shower valve, 1 piece | from model 1999

N30

Push-Pull-Valve | from model 1999

T60

Repair Sets:

art.no.

Repair set for all ORTLIEB fabrics | transparent
(PU and PVC) incl. glue

E163

PS10
PS17
PS17L
PS21 /R
PS33
PS36C
PS42 /R
PS490
PF15
PF45
PD350
PS50CX
PS50X
PS55C
PS60
PD60
PD62
PD620
PS620C
PD620L
PD900
PA
PE
TPU
ALU

nylon fabric, PU-coated
nylon fabric, PU-coated
nylon fabric, PU-coated
nylon fabric, PU-coated
nylon fabric, PU-coated
Cordura, PU-coated
nylon fabric, PU-coated
polyester fabric, PVC-coated
transparent PU-foil
thick transparent PVC-foil
polyester fabric, PVC-coated
Cordura, PU-coated, reflective
polyester fabric, PU-coated, reflective
Cordura, PU-coated
polyester fabric, PU-coated
nylon fabric, PU-coated
nylon fabric, PU-coated
polyester fabric, PVC-coated
Cordura, PVC-coated
polyester fabric, PVC-coated
polyester fabric, PVC-coated
polyamid
polyethylen
thermoplastic polyurethan
aluminium

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
n. a.
n. a.
n. a.
x
x
x
x
n. a.
n. a.
n. a.
x
n. a.
n. a.
n. a.
n. a.
n. a.
n. a.

*

BPA
free

x

x

x

x

* Food grade coating
n.a. = not applicable

SYMBOLS
PVC
free

PFOA
free

BPA
free

PVC-free: We use PVC-free materials if technically
possible and logical.

system

Waterproof zippers: Various types of waterproof zippers
are available. They guarantee IP protection IP67

system

PFOA-free: Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) are a
family of fluorine-containing chemicals that have been
used for more than 50 years to impregnate or coat
various materials so as to make them water repellent
and dirt-, stain- and stick-resistant. As non-biodegradable
substances, PFCs tend to accumulate in the environment
and in organic tissue. They are also classified as
hazardous to human health. While European Union
regulations have prohibited the use of perfluorooctane
sulfonate (PFOS) – with very few exceptions – since June
2008, other substances in the PFC family are subject only
to threshold limit values (TLVs). In 2013, perfluorooctanoic
acid (PFOA) was added to the REACH list of substances
of very high concern. The term PFOA-free refers to values
below the current detection limit of 1µg/m².
BPA-free: Bisphenol A is a component used in the
production of Polycarbonate drink bottles and food
containers. It has been found that trace amounts can
damage the growth process of human cells by effecting
hormone balance.

QL3

QL2.1

QL3 system
QL2.1 system

QL2

QL2 system

QL1

QL1 system

Anti

Anti Scratch Function:
Product reduces abrasion on
racks

system

system

scratch

Sports made in Germany:
This logo stands for an initiative by the BSI (Federal Association of German Sport Article
Industry). It defines German
sport article companies that
commit themselves to Germany as production location.

OUTDOOR / SPARE PARTS & MATERIAL
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF
WATERPROOFNESS
All materials used and all welding seams are waterproof up to a
water column of 100,000 mm. However, the degree of waterproofness and dustproofness of a specific product always depends on
the type of closure. It is important that the product is properly and
completely closed. This refers in particular to:

IP 64

Example: IP64, ORTLIEB Back-Roller; this product is
dustproof and is protected against splashwater from
all directions.
ORTLIEB products are classified according to the following protection standards depending on the type of
closure used on the product:

Roll Closures:
they must be rolled 3 to 4 times (e.g. Back-Roller), and 5 to 6 times
on ultra light dry bags.

IP 5_

Velcro Closures:
must be folded 2 times along the entire width (e.g. Safe-it).

IP 6_

Sealing Closures and Zippers:
must be closed all the way, e.g. camera bag Protect and Big-Zip.

IP _3

IP_3: protected against spray water (max. 60° to the
vertical)

IP _4

IP_4: protected against splash water coming from all
directions

IP _7

IP_7: protected against penetration of water during
temporary immersion; depth: 1 meter/39 inch (lower
edge of product); duration 30 minutes

Lid Closure:
(and snow gaskets with cord underneath): must be properly closed
and fixed with buckles, e.g. Bike-Packer.
IP Standards:
All types of closures used on ORTLIEB products were submitted
to simulation tests by LGA QualiTest GmbH, TÜV Rheinland Group,
Nuremberg, Germany.*) These protection standards which
have their origins in electronic technologies are referred to as IP,
international protection standards, and are increasingly used in
the field of leisure activities. Currently, this is the only valid and
acknowledged international classification regarding waterproofness and dustproofness. The degree of protection is defined by
two figures. Altogether there are 6 protection standards for solid
bodies, and 8 protection standards for water.

IP5_: product is protected against dust, slight penetration of dust possible
IP6_: product is dust proof, no penetration of dust

* IP international protection standard examination
according to DIN EN 60529:2000
Manufactured according to ORTLIEB standards:
Our coated fabrics are not standard fabrics but are
particularly developed for a specific field of application, and are manufactured according to our company
quality requirements.

Protection against dust:
The first figure defines the protection degree of a product against
the penetration of solids and contact. 5 and 6 refer to the protection of dust and contact (e.g. by hand).

Folding-resistant up to 100,000 folds:
We have very high quality expectations concerning the
folding resistance of a fabric, because numerous products are provided with the „roll closure“.

Protection against water:
The second figure defines the protection degree against water.
7 e.g. stands for the protection against water penetration at a
defined water depth during a determined period of time.

Quality Control:
All important material characteristics are continuously
controlled at goods received. The mounting components of bike panniers are subjected to extreme riding
simulation tests.
Azo-free dyes:
Although ORTLIEB products are not subject to the AZO
ordinance, we only use AZO-free dyes.

